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ABSTRACT 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE UNITED STATES AR!~Y COMMAND AND CONTROL 
ORGANIZATION IN THE PACIFIC THEATER: WORLD WAR II TO 1983, 
by Major (P) John L. Buckley, USA, 109 pages. 

This study examines the need for reorganizing the United 
States Army command and control structure in the Pacific 
the·ater both to meet peacetime requirements and to ensure an 
effective transition to war. The investigation is focused 
on an analysis of historical experience, contemporary issues 
in the theater, and the results or the five most racent 
studies on the subject. The study postulates a detailed 
reorganization proposal, beginning with the establishment or 
a Northeast Asia Command. 

Conclusions reveal that reorgan~zation or the Army structure 
must be done in a joint context and must accommodate the 
sensitivit~es and complexities of both military and 
political requirementa. The current structure, although 
workable, is not optimal to ensure a transition to regional, 
theater, or global war. Should an effective remedy not be 
applied before the outbreak of hostilities in the region, 
the price of transition will be expensive in both time and 
resources. That remedy should be in the form of a Northeast 
Asia Command. 
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CHAPTER I 

·INTRODUCTION 

THE. PROBLEM 

There are difficulties in 
arriving at a single command, 
but they are much less than 
the hazards that must be faced 
if we do not do this •••• 

General George C. 14arshall1 

Throughout the history of United States military 

involvement in the Pacific theater, the command and control 

structure has beer ~ focal p·Jint of constant concern, 

criticism, and prop. ls for r! organization. The military 

community ha.s generally based ts consideration of various 

reorganization alternatives on strategy, military doctrine, 

and the imposition of clear lines of ccmmand authority. 

However, the implementation of complex and broadly-based 

reorganizations to accomplish military objecti~es has been 

fraught with difficulty: solutions to the problem either J 
conflict with political realities or in.f'ringe on parochial 

service interests. 

Political considerations are paramount, and 

therefore the civilians responsible for meeting United 

States' political objectives retain ultimate authority. Any 

reorganization of the military command and control structure 
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without regard to political considerations is neither 

prooitious nor reasible. A case in point was an intended 

reorganization of the Army structure in the Pacific in 1978. 

The plan, called Project Pacific Phoenix, had been appr~vcd 

for implementation after exhaustive s~-•- The 

reorganization methodology involved a three-phasvd operation 

eventually 1(-ading to the ree!tablishment of a ma.lor Army 

command (MACOM). This command received the designation of 

Headquarters, U.S. Army Western Command (WESTCOM), and its 

purpose was to operate as the Army component command ~9_the 

Commander-In-Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC). Tne establishment of 

WESTCOM was only Phase I in what appeared to be ~ 

straightforward change in Army command and control 
' 

procedures in the theater. Phaj!es II and III 1nvolve_!Lt,ne 

eventual subordination of two other MACOMs (Heaoqu_~~t!_rs, 

U.S. Army, Japan and Headquarters, El.ghth U.S._Army) to U.~_· 

Army Western Comnand. Although WESTCOM was established as 

scheduled during Phase 1, strong political objections came 

at the eleventh hour to defer for an indefinite period the 

subordination of the other major Army commands. The 

political rationale for deferment stemmed rrom the possible 

adverse impact on the governments of Japan and South Korea 

should they perceive the reorganization to imply a 

diminished U.S. resolve to fulfill regional security 
~ 

obligations. This very reorganization effort has been the 

rocus of several major studies, at a rate of almost one per 
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year, since the time of original deferral. This 

reorganization effort will serve as the central topic of 

this thesis. 

The military structure in the Pacific region bears 

the fundamental responsibility to ensure a viable command 

and control capability to. meet peacetime requirements and 

simultaneously to manage the effective transition to war. 

The principal task ie to develop an organizat!.onal structure 

whic~meets the needs of the military and also accommodates 

valid political considerations. 

Military requirement:. are basic. The organization 

must provide a single commander of a specified force in a 

designated geographical region. Additicnally, that 

commander must possess sufficient authority an~ resources to 

ensure accomplishment of the mission. Simply stated, that 

means· unl ty of command and clearly defined lin~s of command 

and control.. 

Political considerations, however, are more complex: 

they can both illuminate and obscure other fundamental 

issues. Because political realities are paramount, a not 

uncommeR tactic fgp a m111tary service (Arm;r, liavy, or Air 
~-~----------~--~~-----

.Force), or commands within a service, is to disguise a i~ 

vested parochial interest as a major politiC2ll concern. In 

fact, it is often impossible to discern the ·Oiifference. For 

example, during World war II, Admiral Chester Nimitz and 

3 
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General Douglas MacArthur openly disagreed over the 

appropriate ~•litary strategy for the Pacific theater. As 

both commanders ·independently pursued separate courses of 

action, they also competed for the same scarce resources. 

In some instances, presidential decision was required to 

break the deadlock over resource allocation. The schism 

between MacArthur and Nimitz effectively blocked unification 

of the Pacific theater throughout World War II. How much of 

the rift was valid political consideration, and how much was 

the result of parochial interest and Army-Navy service 

rivalry, will probably never be accurately assessed. 

Parochial interests in the: Pacific continue to 1 
dominate the scene even today. The three major Army 

cummands in the Pacific region a·•e often embroiled in 

reorganizational aHernatives. Each command justifies its 

position with :ef~rence to "the needs of the Army" ani to 

the political cl11.1ate. Again, it is often difficult to 

ascey·tain the diff•~rence be'tween vested interests and valid 
-c 

political constraints. 

In the final analysis, political considerations 

asso~iated with the Pacific command and control structure 

must ensure that; all commitm•mts of the United States are 

l'ulfilled b<1th in terms of pcrception and actuality. At the 

·3ame time, to ()Verfulfill the commitment may have an adverse 

impact on regional stability. The fine line between meeting 

4 



security obligations and interfering with the political 

status quo must accommodate the national interests of the 

United States while simultaneously conforming to the needs 

and perceptions of U.S. allies. In this regard the Pacific 

nations are .particularly sensitive. A revised.command and 

control structure which appreciably alters the current 

o~ganization may result in a perception of reduced u.s. 
d~itment to some allies and an elevation in 

pt•iority of others. The "bottom line" is that any change in 

the Pacific command and control structure ~Gt meet not only 

military requirements, but must also avoid upsetting the 

political status quo. 

This discussion serves to underscore the diversity 

and complexity of some of the key factors which must be 

considered in the process of reorganizing the military 

command and control structure in the Pacific arena. The 

development of an optimal co:nmand and control structure to 

meet the needs of the future is clearly a formidable task by 

any measure. One must be able to differentiate political 

and parochial considerations, and to assign a proper weight 

to those considerations, all the while keeping the threat in 

perspective. 

5 
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PURPOSE 

The purpose of this thesis is to review the 

organization arrangements in the Pacific theat.er from World 

Wai· II to present, to analyze the findings and conclusions 

or major studies pertaining to pending reorganizational 

alternatives for the Army in the Pacific, and to postulate 

in adequate detail the optimum organizational structure ror 

the U.S. Army in the Pacific theater. ':..'he postulated 

command and control structure will fully correspond with 

unified command considerations and be sensitive to regional 

political implications. 

BACKGROUND 

Although Chapter II of this document provides a 

detailed history or command and control in the Pacific 

theater, a brief summary or the major reorganizational 

efforts in that arena is appropriate at this point. The 

purpose or providing this information is to give the.reader 

an ;>.ppreciation of the magnitude of past raowganizations and 

the difficulty associated with implementing lasting changes 

in the command and control structure. 

Interservice rivalrY and par~chialism have 

historically characterized the. Pacific mi!l.itary structure; 

however, those problems were part1qularly prominent 

immediately prio:· to, and during, Worl,j War II. The 

organizational problems of the Pacific thea>ter had l.ong been 

6 
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recognized as a serious deficienc.y, but unification of the 

Pacific command and control structure was not seriously 

addressed until after the outbreak of World War II.2 The 

rift between Admiral Nimitz and General MacArthur over 

military strategy and resources only served to exacerbate 

existing problems and delay corrective meas·.>res. Enactment 

of the 1947 National Security Act was th-e first tafl.i!:ible 

s d unifying the theater under a single commander. 3 

As a result of the 1947 Act and the t~n from 

world war to a military occupation mission, the unified and 

component commands initiated major reorian1z•t1eAs.- The 

magnitude of reorganization from .1941 to 1947 can best be 

appreciated by reviewing some of t' .e changes in various Army 

headquarters during that period (~ee chronol~gy at Appendix 

1) •4 It must, however, be recognized that the U.S. Army did 

~have a monopoly on reorganization and the impact of 

structural change Has amplified in diruct proportion to tne 

vast number of mil1 tary headquarters in the Pacific region 

at that time. 

Unfortunately, the years followilllg 1947 saw no 

appreciable reduction in command and control reorganization 

efforts. The "cold war" ov•.~r democracy versus communism 

continued to heat up for the next three years. In June 

1950, that ideological schism erupted into open warfare on 

the Korean peninsula. Reorganizaton was a~in necessary to 

meet the tactical and logistical needs in ~he region and to 

/ 
I 

i 
i 

I 
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continue concurrently the occupation and reconstruction in 

Japan. Although the 1953 United Nations' armistice 

agreement ended the large scale open conflict on the Korean 

peninsula, tile uneasy peace in that area, coupled with u.s. 
regional interests and defense commitments, necessitated the 

retention of a forward deployed u.s. military force in South 

Korea. 

ry 1956, the Secretary of Defense had directed major 

changes in the Pacific unified command structure and 

reorganization was once again in progress.6 By early 1960, 

the United States was involved. in conflict in Vietnam and 

the command and control structure in the Pacific was agal.n 

reorganized to 

r~s. 
meet regional security and support 

The large buildup of military forces 

nc. essary to conduct operations in Vietnam and to support 

t .. ·se operations from outside Vietnam also entailed 

extensiv"' m<'.npower inc:-eases in Army headquarters throughout 

the Pacific theater. The unwieldy "tooth-to··~ail" ratios 

which had been allowed to develop during the 1960s had to be 

reduced to meet the fiscal and manning constraints which 

accompanied the conclusion of U.S. involvement in Vietnam in 

the 1970s. The Pacific command and control structure was 
, .. ---.. ·-----------::----,-·----=-~:-----::

Qnce ~gain in the throes of major reorganization. To 

appreciate fully the magnitude and frequency of 

organizational change from 1950 to ·the present, the reader 
·--

8 
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si oulcl review the chronology at Appendix 2.7 fh1s appendix 

is a continuation of the summary of organizat1onal changes 

experienced by some of the U.S. Army headq·uarters in the 

theater during that period. 

Although the summaries of Army reorganization 

&f!'orts (Appendices l and 2) are directed p:-illlarily at the 

Army in Japan, ex);;ensive reorganization was also ongoing in 

~orea, Vietnam, and Hawaii. It is also important to 

remember that the other service com,)lonents and 

joint/combined commands were simultaneously irnwolved in the 

implementation of major reorganization plans. These surveys 

reveal that the Army in the Pacific has been in a constant 

state of organizational turmoil as command and control -
relationships have be• n altered to meet each crisis. One] 

might question how the Army in the Pacific finds time to 

accomplish its primary missons in the wAke or ouch turmoil 

and associated confl.i.sion. 

!1E)iODOLOGY 

The period under consideration will .r'lln !'rom World 

War II to the present. This time span is important because 

it includes the years during which the Pacific Ocean area 

retained special strategic interest for the United States. 

The activation, ma<ntenance, and continued assessment of 

major ~ilitary headquarters in the region, the political and 

economic emergence of America's Pacific allies, the 
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frequency of conflict in the region, and increased Soviet 

activities are all major trends which have developed since 

World War II. Each of these factors plays a ~i~ 

part in determining the future role of U.S. forces in the 

Pa.;:ific theater. 

The nature of the problem and available sources have 

determined the underlying reaearch methodology and manner of 

presentation. As the study unfolded, a haslc four-step 

approach emerged to govern research and explanation. '!'hat 

approach was: 1) to define the problem. in all of its 

ramification:•; 2) to explain what resolutions to the problem 

various actors and agencies have souE·.nt more remotely since 

World War II and more proximately s11ce 1978; 3) to distill 

from the various attempts at r~soluton fundamental 

~·rincip.les which would seem appropriate to an:y attempt at 

reorganization in the Pacific; and 4) to apply those 

principles, or maxil.1s, in a suggested plan f•or a workable 

reorganizat1on that would address the problem as it has -evolved since World War II. 

This approach is built on an analysis that is part 

historical in nature. Related primary and secondary 

research materials form the ~aundation whieh supports an 

Identification of the problem and the various attempts to 

or special interest is a series of major l 
reorganizational studies undertaken by various institutions 

resolve it. 

since 1978. Each of these studies has assessed the 

10 



dif'f'iculties of' current command relationships in detail, yet 

each has recommt:'ncled a dif'f'erent course of' action. A 

signif'icant part of' the r•search in this thesis has been 

devoted to ascertaining which parts of' these studies retain 

validity and which parts ref'lec~ f'alse assumptions and 

interests. It is on the basis of' this analysis that the 

author suggests a solution that would seem to meet the major 

criteria for reorganization while avoiding the worst 

shortcomings cf' paot ef'forts and plans. This general 

approach has governed thesis organization. 

Chepter I outlines problems with the current Pacific 

command and control structure and provides a brief 

background en the reorganization tu~moil experienced in the 

theater since World War II. The purpose of providing this 

inf'ormation is twofold: f'irst, the reader must understand 

the problem. That problem, simply stated, is that the 

present command and control structure neither delineates 

clear lines of' authority/responsibility, promotes 

ooe~d1nation/cooperation, nor does it f'acilitate an 

eff'ective trans1t1 on to war in the joint servic"e 

environment. Second, the background inf'ormation affords an 

introduction to some of the exogenous factors which both 

contribute to the existing problem and serve to complicate 

resolution of' key issues. some of the factors addressed are 

political considerations, 1nterservice rivalries, the 

11 



parochialism or protagonists, and finally the magnitude or 

reorganization plans implemented since World War II. 

Chapter I is both an introduction for readers unfamiliar 

with the issues and a refresher for those who have some 

knowledge of PACOM command and control problems. 

After this introduction, Chapter II provides an 

explanation of how and why the situation evolved to its 

present form. Chapter II also makes clear the need for 

"unity or command" in the Pacific and assists the reader in 

differentiating between the principle of "unity" and the 

conc~pt of "centralization." Contrary to popular belief, 

the terms are not synanoma.,;. Chapter III analyzes the ti ve --most recent studies dealing with command and control ln 

PACOM in light of contemporary issues. It also e7.1)J.ains how 

each study failed to consider either principles or key 

issues essential to successful implementation or a 

reorganization. On the basis or the first threP. chapters, 

Chapter IV presents a synthesis in the form of maxims, or 

rules, which have proven to be central to resol~~ion of the 

problem. Chapter V then applies these maxims to develop a 

workable conclu~ion to the research question. 

RESEARCH QUESTION 

What is the optimum organizational strueture for the 

U.S. Army in the Pacific theater to ensure an effective 

transition to the most probable wartime footing? 

12 
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DELIMITATIONS 

Al•~ough much of the.scope of this thes1.s has been 

alluded to in preceding pages, it is worthwhile to state 

explicitly the precise limitations o!' .the study. The period 

examined from a historical perspective runs from l'lorld War 

II to the present. The search of relevant material on the 

subject is confined to the major reorganization studies 

which have been published since the last substantial 

reorganization effor~ begun by the U.S. Army in 1978, 

Although it is necessary to discuss the 

organizational structures of th·~ unified comm,.nd 

!:leadquarters in PACOM, and its •. ir Force and naval 

components, thes~ discussions are ta13ent1al in nature and 

only to the degree required to develon a point pertaining to 

the impact of a change in the U.S. Army structure. 

While cost is a ~~Jor consideration associat!d with 

any rsorganization effort, a comparative cost analysis of 

val:'ious options is beyond the intended scupe of this· study. 

Tho impact of cust in terms of manpower OJ:' dollars will not 

be addressed. 

The future roles and mi:;sions of Headquart"rs, IX 

Cor•ps, in Japan, have been th" snbject of constant study and 

deJate over the past decade; ho"ever, the thrust of this 

paper is at the level of maj0r Army command and above. Any 

m•ntion of Headquart•rs, IX Corps is intended to clarify 

C< mmand relationships which currently exist, ami should not 
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be interpreted as a recommended solution t·.o the IX Corps 

issue. The scope of the IX Corps issue transcends the 

nature of this thesis, and should be regarded as a separate, 

although related, matter which merits further analysis. 

The primary constraint is security classification. 

Although much of the literature review involves class"..!'1ed 

documents, .only those aspects which can be p·111blished in an 

unclassified format have been used. It is not expected that 

this caveat has detracted from the findings, or diminish,j 

the validity of the conclusions. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

The primary assumpti,on is that the u.s .. Army cannot,] 

and will not, participate in future co.nflicts on a 

unilateral, single service basis. The wars il!f the future, 

as described in the unified.£.£!!!!!!~ ~ and current 

combined arms doctrine, will be prosecuted iby the service 

components of the unified and subordinate unt.fied commands 

in ~·joint context only. 

DEFINITIONS 

The majority of terms used in tlllis study are l 
standard U.S. Army terms fct•nd in Army Regulation 310-25 or 

JCS Pub 1. ·--- In an attempt tc. circumvent mi.sinterpretation, 

and to facilitate reading, pertinent de!i'initions are 

providej in the body of the text, as approprta:te. 
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CHAPTER II 

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS: PACOM COMMAND AND CONTROL 

(WORLD WAR II TO PRESENT) 

'dORLD WAR II 
~-

The history of United States military involvement in 

the Pacific theater has been marked by considerable 

consternation and debate regarding the optimum command and 

control organization required to perform peacetime functions 

and to manage effectively and efficiently the transition to 

war. Immediately prior to World War II service 

parochialism ruled supr~~e: management assumed the form of 

cooperation rather than command and control authority. 

While the major service component headquarters in the 

Pacific area enjoyed the benefits of autonomy and associated 

advantages, serious deficiencies stemmed from decentralized 

effort and lack of unification within the theater. It was 

not until after the o~tbreak of World War II that any -sigt:~ificant attempt was made to unify the commands in the 

Pacific. In a meeting with the British Chiefs of Staff on 

Christmas Day 1941, the U.S. Army Chief of Staff, Gener~l 
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George C. Marshall, made his position on unity of command , 
very clear: · 

I am convinced that there must be one man in 
command of the entire theater - - air, ground, and 
ships. We cannot manage by cooperation. Human 
frailties are such that there would be an emphatic 
unwillingness to place portions of troops und~r 
another service. If we made a plan for unified 
command now, it would solve nine-tenth~ of our 
troubles. There are difficulties in arriving at a 
single command, but they are much less than the 
hazards thaf must be faced if we do not do 
this • 

Up to. this time the Pacific theater had been divided 

intc several different geographic areas with correspondingly 

different unified commands. General Marshall stressed 

unification of the entire Pacific theater under a single 

commander. The intent was to provide a foca: point for 

command and control of all U.S. forces and assets in the 

theater. Although unification of the theater, as envisioned 

by General ;.~arahall, ·,..ras clearly an :mpor~ant issue, .the 

genesis of the comma11d and control problem lay in another 

s~t of issues. Much of the command problem during World. War 

II stemmed from service rivalry and parochialism within the 

various service components of the unified commands. 

By April 1943, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had {J' 

promulgated JCS Directive 263/2/D which specified unified \ 

command procedures for U.S. Joint Operatio·ns. 3 The JCS 

directive was intended to provide a basis for centrali~ed 

command and control by the unified commanders. The degree 
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George c. Marshall, made his po&ition on unity of command , 
very clear: • 

I am convinced that there must be one man i·n 
command of the entire theater -:- - air, ground, and 
ships. We cannot manage by cooperatioc. Human 
frailties are such that there would be an emphatic 
unwillingness to place portions of troops under 
another service. If we made a plan for unified 
command now, it would solve nine-tenths of our 
troubles. There are difficulties in arriving at a 
single command, but they are much less than the 
hazards that must be faced if l'le do not do 
this . . . . 

Up to this time the Pacific theater had i'f!en divided 

into ~everal different geographic areas with correspondingly 

diffE-rent unified commands. Gene;•al Marshall stressed 

unification of the entire Pacific Lheater Linder a single 

commander. The intent was to pro"ide a focal poir.t for 

command and control of all U.S. forces and assets in the 

theater. Although unification of the theater, as envisioned 

~'J General ~arshall, wa~ clearly an impor~ant issue, the 

genesis of the command and control problem lay in another 

set of issues. Much of the command 9rohlem durlng \Iorld War 

H stemmed from service rivalry and parochialism within the 

v.arious service components of th• unified commands. 

By April 1,43, the Joint Chiefs -of Staff had 

r•romulgated JCS Directive 26312/D l'lhich specified unifierl 

.,ommand procedureP for U.S. Joint Operatiolls. 3 The JCS 

directive .... ·as intended to provide a basis fo-:r centralized 

:ommand and control by the unified commanders. The degree 
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to which the directive was observed, however, varied widely 

among the unifi•d commands. :n a letter to the War 

Department describing the command philosophy espoused by the 

unified commander of the South Paclfic Force, the Army 

component commander (Lieutenant General Millard F. Harmon) 

wrote: 

F~om the moment of his assumption of command.J 
Admiral Halsey stressed the principle of a single 
force. He emphasized to all services and to all 
senior commanders that the mission 0f the South 
Pacific Force was to defeat the Japanese forces, 
that no single arm or servir:e had a preponderance 
of interest in this mission, and that all arms and 
services mus~ be welded into and fought as a single 
force .... 

The thrust of Admiral Halsey's comments were clear; 

however, the ·execution of that philosophy was a distinctly 

different m~tter. In the same letter to the War Department, 

Lieutenant General Harmon stated: 

No r~al air or~ani~ation existed and it was J 
necessary for me to augment General Twining s 
staff by transfer from my own headquarters 
and from units within the area. There was no ~ir 
Force Service Command .•.. As a consequence, it 
was necessary for MY headquarcers to carry much of 
the administrative and supply burden for the 
Thirteenth A!;r Jo'orce over a considerable period of 
time . . . . 

The dichotomy between philosophy and execution is 

obvious, and history is replete with examples of a similar 

nature. 
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POST WORLD ~ 11 

The problem in 1944 was twofold: firs~;, the 

necessity to unify the Pacific theater under one commander; 
- > 

and second~ the need to clarify lines of authority, 

responsibility, and command relationships among the 

components of the unified commands. Th~ first problem~was 

initially addressed only after Japan's surrender in 1945. 

As a consequence of recommendations developed during the 

war, "the National Security Act of 1947 unified the armed 

forces under a single Department of Defen:1e.•6 In the 

meantime, the Joint Chiefs of Staff had begun reorganizing 

the unified commands in the Pacific through the promulgation 

of JCS Directive 1259/27. The directive be~ame formally 

effective on l January 1947, and established three 

regionally oriented unified commands in the Pacific: 

Commander-In-Chief Far East (CINCFE) - Gene.ral MacArthur; 

Commander•In-Chief Pacific (CINCPAC) - Ad•niral John Towers; 

and Commander-In-Chief Alaska (CINCAL) - Liewtenant General 

Ruegg. The Chief of Staff. U.S. Army, was designated the 

executive agent for the Far East and Alaska Commands, and 

the Chief of N~val Operations as the executi"e agent 1'or ti.e 
7 Pacific Command.. The second problem, that of clarifying 

authority, responsibility, and relatl~~ships of the 

component commands, awaited satisfactory reS«~lution. 
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As the war effort wound down, international 

attention focused on economic recovery, reconstruction, and 

the occupation and administration of the defeated nations. 

In the Pacific, the orientation was primarily on Japan, and 

to a lesser degree, Eorea. Along with the new peacetime 

mission came new command relationships and organizations to 

accommodate the requirements of a~ministration and 

occupation. 8 Although the unified commands remained stable, 

reorganization within the unified commands ~as dramatic, 

particularly in the Far East Command where General MacArthur 

had been charged with establishing a democratic government 

in Japan. 

KOREAN WAR 

Although World War II h<.d been brought •.o a 

s·.tccessful conclusion, conflicting ideological commitments 

t~J communism and Jemocracy found expression ln :the form of a 

"cold war." The col.d war heated up in June 1950 when 

C"mmunist North Korea attacked south of the 38th parallel 

ar1d the United Nations, under its new charter, came to the 

ajd of the Republic of Korea.9 By 7 July, a Unitec. Nations 

Cc:mmand under General Douglas MacArthur had bee.m formed as a 

S<!parate unified command of United Nations for.ees under the 
10 

dlrection of the United States. While the unified and 

c :•mponent command structures in the Pacific were destined to 

c lange in the future, the establisllme!'lt of the United 
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Nations Command intrcduced a new factor into the command 

~elationshipc equation which would further confuse ~he 

issue. By mid July 1951, Korean President Syngman Rhee 

asked General MacArthur tc assume contrQl ct ~outh Korean -forces in addition to the United Nations forces already 

commanded by MacArthur. Control of South Korean·ground 

forces was subs~quently passed from General MacArthur to 

Lieutenant General Walton Walker,· Commander, Eighth U.S. 

Army. :n es~ence, a Combined Forces Command, al~baugh not 

formally designated as such, had in fact been established. 

In June 1951, a Soviet delegation speaking on behalf of 

Communist China and North Korea, proposed to the United 

Nations that a cease-fire be ordered and that armistice 

nego"l:iationa be initiated. After almost two years of 

negotiation, debate, and cease-fire violations, the 

armistice agreement ·~as si~;ned in Panmunjom on 27 July 19':3. 

Simultaneously, the Commander-In-Chief, United Nations 

Command (CINCUNC) was given responsibility for the 

observance and enfnrcement of the agreetnent. From a U.S. 

perspective, a more significant devalopment saw CINCUNC 

charged with responsibility for the ext.ernal defense of the 

Republic of Korea. That responsibility was made non-

U.S. hands as long as the agreement 

remained in effect. 11 The die had now been cast: any 

future reorganize tion of the command st rue ture in the 

Pacific would be tied to the United Nations' armistice 
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agreement. The U.S. military community had lost its 

authority to initiate unilateral reorganization efforts 

which would alter the United Nations role of the senior U.S. 

Army commander in the Republic of Korea. 

POST KOREAN WAR - -
Within the Far East Corumand, the org~nizations, 

missions, roles, and command relationships of the component 

and subordinate commands remained in a constant state of 

change. Changes were initially necessary to support the war 

effort in Korea, and later, to oversee the armistice 

agreement and uneasy peace in that country. Change also 

facilitated the continued reconstruction of Japan and the 

administration of its government. By 1956 the 

reorganization movement gathered momP.ntum, but the focus was 

now at the unified command level. The U.S. Secretary of 

Defense had directed the disestablishment of the Far East 

Command and orC.ered that the unified command 

responsibilities assigned to Far Eas'.; Command be transferred 

to the Commander-In-Chief, Pacific (CINCJ.>AC). 12 The 

disestablishment of CINCFE was intended to settle several 

issues in the Fae East - pacific areas: 

- resolve the problems of divided responsibilities 

for U.S. mi.:_sio~ wh:tch were not readily divisible hy, 

g~aphic areas. 13 
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- provide command and cc;1trol of limited u.s. (prces 

responsible for contingencies in a widespread area. 14 

- clarify command and control of l:>ases and 
p; 

logistical facilities within the Pacific theater. 

As the 1956 reorganization study developed, the u.s. 
military community beg~n to grapple with the problems of 

.----
~-:..r,.a"'"v.,e.:lc:::i"-'n"'gc__:t::.h:.::e:..._:c::_:o::m::p~l:i:c:a:.t.:::e:d__::c:.:o:.::m:::m:::a:::n::.d::__~s-=-t.o.r.::uc:::c"'-'ture. which had been 

established to meet U.S. obligations in Korea. Brigadier 

General David W. Gray, Director of Operations, ODCSOPS, was 

able to forecast in a letter to the Commandant of the 

Command and (ieneral Staff College that CINCUIIC would be 

retained as a separate major commar:d, headP.d by the senior 

U.S. Army commander in Korea. He< lso stated that "Due to 

the peculiarity of the United Natiors.Command, which has no 

ilarallel arrangement under the military establ.ishment, the 

Executive Agency to whom CINCUNC will be responsible has not 

been determined." 16 

By 1957 the unified command and control structure in \ 

·:he Pacific theater had begun tg stabilize. ftte Commander-

:tn-Chie!, Alaska._ also designatf·d Commander, Alaskan NORAD 

l~egion, began to orchestrate the efforts olf snbordinate 

Army, Navy, Air Force, and Me.~ine headquarters in Alaska. 

~s CINCAL he was responsible to the Joint C~iefs of Staff 

for the "security of Alaska, and for the support of forces \ 

of other unified and specified commands operating through, 

or within Alaska." 17 As the Commander, Alaskan NORAD 
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Region, he was also assigned responsibility "for early 

warning of air attacks agJJ.inst the North American continent 

and for the air defense of Alaska." 18 

With Alaskan Command focused on the Continentarj 

United States and the Far East Command ahol lshed, tlJe 

Pacific area was finally taking shape as a unified 

organization under a single commander. 

Within the Pacific Command, component services 

continued reorganization in an effort to conform to the new 

unified command structure •. on l July 1957, the U.S. Army 

established Headquarters, U.S. Army, Pacifi_c (USARPAC_) i_n 

Hawaii as the Army component commander to CINCPAC. USARPAC 

exercised command and control over all U.S. Army forces in 

the Pacific theater. The subordinate elements at that time 

included the u.s. Army, Hawaii; Eighth U.S. Army, Korea; 

U.S. Army, Japan; 

in Okinawa. 19 -
and the u.s. Army Ryuku Islands/~X Corps -----------··----

VIETNAM CONFLICT 

By 1950 the United States had become involved in a 

small military assistance mission in South Vietnam. By 

1962, U.S. involvement had incr~ased substantially. 

Headquarters, U.S. Military Asslstance Command, Vietnam 

(MACV) was established in Saigon in February 1962 and was 

designated a separate subordinate unified command reporting 
• 

through CINCPAC to the Joint Chiefs of Staf.r.20 In 1965, 
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U.S. Army, Vietnam (USARV) "was pl&.ced direetly under 

•"-<- ~ USARPAC for command, while remaining under the operational 

command of MACV for the duration of the confl1ct. 1121 At 

this time, General William C. Westmoreland commanded both 

MACV at the subunified command level and USARV at the Army 

component-command level. As the Commander, MACV he also 

exercised operational control of Air Force, Navy, and Marine 

forces through their senior commanders. The variety and 

complexity of MACV missions required the incremental 

establishment of an intricate command and control structure. 

Although the structure was confusing, it apparently worked 

well for General Westmoreland. In an after-action report he 

stated: 

although the lines of authority ran to me in 
several different ways, I was able to provide u~ity 
of command for the entire American military effort 
in South Vietnam, and also to give my personal 
attention 'o the entire range of advisory, combat, 
and support activ~~ies embraced by our comnitMent 
tc South Vietnam. 

Air Force and naval operations wel:'e particularly complex 

with CINCPAC controlling missions north of the Demilitarized 

Zone and MACV controlling operat1 ens on the south side. On 

the surface such an arrangement appears to ~e unworkRble 

when dealing with limited assets; however, the I'lexibility 

gxercised by CINCPAC made these arrangements far less rigid -
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than they would appear on a command and control diagram. 

General Westmoreland went on to say: 

In an emergency and upon my request, CINCPAC would 
divert all necessary air and naval capabilities to 
priortty targets selected by me. When the enemy 
mounted a major offensive in the area of the DMZ, 
Admiral Sharp (CINCPAC) passed to my control all 
air operations in the southern panhandle of North 
Vietnam, because this area was in fact part of the 
extended battlefield. • • . On other occasions air 
operations in South Vietnam were curtailed for 
short periods in order to add to the weight of the 
effort against· high priority targets in the north. 
This arrangement permitted full aq~ effective use 
of our air and naval capabil!ties.-

General Creighton W. Abrams replaced General 

Westmoreland in 1968 and found the command and control \ 

arrangements to be less responsive. 

VIETNA~I DRAWDOWN 

After the military withdrawal from Vietnam, the U.S. 

Army began to assess the layering of large headquarters 

wh1ch had been allowed to take place during the 7ietnam era 

when manpower was not a critical issue. Along with 

retrenchment came the realization that the large command and 

cor. trol structure and the Vietnam-oriented logistical 

support bases in the Pacific were costl:t_,.in ·!lollars and 
.~ 

manpower. Emphasis shifted to th~ reduction of manpower 

sp:•.ces and ways to improve the "tooth-to-tc.il" ratios which 

de l;racted from the ava1lat-il1 ty of manpower in combat units. 

General Abrams, who had commanded U.S. forces in 

Scuth Vietnam for much of the conflict period, h~d witnessed 
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firsthand the proble~s associated with reporting through and 

relying on a higher headquarters geographically removed from 

the scene of conflict. He was appointed the U.S. Army Chief 

of Staff in 1972 ~nd found himself in a position to 

influence the U.S. Army command and control structure with 

which he had dealt for se.veral years. A recent study 

conducted by the U.S. Army War College, Strateg1c Stud1e,s 

Institute (SSI), comments that: 

USARPAC was disestablished on 31 Decenber 1974, 
with the EiGhth US Army (EUSA) in Korea and US 
Army, Japan ,{U~$RJ~, concurrentl}established as 
r4ACON's• USARP 's isestabl1sbmeJ; ••• with the 
ostensive purpose of savin man ow r s aces. In 
act, a sav over 1300 spaces resulted from 

changes associa.ted with the reorganization. 
Nonetheless, interviews have convinced the study 
team that the decision resulted at least partially 
from a conviction that headquartes in Hauaii would 
pe or atner-tnan a direetive role 

n future wars. It was envisioned as e eg nn ng 
of a mo;e toward fut•1re establishment of a more 
responsive i2ferational headquarters in NEA and 
SEA • . . • 

Headquarters, USARPAC was replaced by two smaller 

headquarters located in Hawaii; U.S. Army CINCPAC Support 

Group c:nd~.s. Army Support Command, Hawaii. 
·'1 

CINCPAC 

Support Group was designated a Department of the Army Field 

Operating Agency with the mission of pro'll'iding liaison, 

advice, and assistance to the Commander-In-chief, Pacific.· 

U.S. Army Support Command, Hawaii, a FOESCOM un1 t, was 

designated the senior Army headquarters i:m Hawai.i and was 

\ 

responsible for the command and support ~f assigned and 

attached FORSCOM elements in PACOM. Zo u.s. Army, Japan and 
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E• ghth U.S. A-rmy in Korea were separate MACOMs and did not 

fall under the purview of U.S. Army Support Command, Hawaii. 

THE PRESENT SITUATION 

Shortly after this reorganization, U.S. Army CINCPAC 

Support Group began to express concern that the Army in the 

Pacific did not have an equal voice in joint matters because 

there was no real U.S. Army component command to CINCPAC~ 
'-

Additionally, there was considerable staff friction between 

U.S. Army Support Command and U.S. Army CINCPAC Support 

Group. Erojects as simple as coordinating an itinerary fo~ 

a...VIP CVery Important Person). to visit the 25th In.f.ant .. I'Y. 

~ision became major staff feats. in view or the preva:UJ..P$ 

friction_, r . 

Again, the Army studied the co~mand relations in 

PACOM, and reo~anization was in full swing by 1979. On 23 

March 1979, Headquarters, U.S. Army Western Command 

(WESTCOH) was activated to fill the void that CINCPAC 

Support .Group said had beeu created by the disestablishment 

of USARPAC in 1974. WESTCOM was f~~med by combining CINCPAC 

Support Group with elements f~·om U.S. Army Support Com.!lland, 

and was inttially commanded by a Major G_eneral. During this 

phase of the reorganizatio·.·, the WESTCOM commander still 

lacked rank parity with the_~.ther service compone!!.1_ 

commander·s of CINCPAC; in fact, he was also outranked by the 

other two MACOM commanders in Japan and Korea. 26 In te;-;;,~ 
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cr an equal voice in the joint arena, little had really been 

accomplished. 

The resurrection of USARPAC, in the form of WESTCOM, 

was only the first step in a three-step process which would 

eventually subordinate USARJ ancl EUSA to the new Army -- -----·· 

component in PACOI4. · At the end of the reorganization 

process, scheduled to take place over several years, WESTCOM 

would have the full command aQ!! control authority of anArmy 

CQJ!lJ?onent _jJl a aRifl.e.Q command. The status of WESTCOM as 

the Army component for the Pacific theater was clearly 

contingent on the execution of all three phases of the 

reorganization plan. As mentl.oned earlier, the 

(reorganization did not proceed as planned due to last minute 

I political intervention. The CINCPAC Terms of Reference, 

which define the responsibilities of component and 

[~subordinate unii'iea commands, defined WESTCOf·l as "the US 

Army Component Commander to CINCPAC (less the geographical 

areas of Japan and Korea)." This geographical caveat is not 

(I 

included in the responsibility statements which address the 
/ 

air and naval components of CINCPAC. It j_s this truncated 

authority which has become the focal point of Army interest 

~in PACOM· since 1979. Occasional excur,;ion:s by WESTCOM to 
~-----circumvent this caveat have been met with strong resistance 

by the Army commanders and staffs in Korea and Japan. 
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It should be· noted at this point, howe'fer, that the 

ttempts to dabble in the 

affairs of the other Pacific MACOMs JllUSt be ~a with-· 

~{:!ad quarters, Department of the bmy (HQDA ), A.llthough it ifl 

not within the purview of HQDA to promulgate "Organization 

and Functions Manuals" for MACOMs outside of the continental 

United States, it is clearly incumbent upon Department of 

the Army to delineate, in writing~ specif.!c missions, 

responsibilit!es, and l!nes of authority/coordination for 

its subordinate :-lACOHs. Certain actions, or :in some cases 

inactions, by HQDA in the past hav~ only served to aggravate 

the already tense relationships between the Pa~ific MACOMs. 

Specifically, Department of the Army has: 

• published Army Regulation 10-1 which outlines th~ 
~ 

organization and functions of Headquarters, WESTCOM. No 

s::ch DA promulgated r"il;ulation ~s for USART Q!' "'ITSA.;. __ IJ.S 
such, there is no clear tie between the responmil;>_li!!_i_e_~--~£ 

the three Pacific MACOHs. 

- allowed Department of the Arm:r Operating 

Inst_ructions for the Pacific (DAOI-PAC) to ex.P!:re. Although 

this document was des'igned sp~cifically to <lt_elineate the. 

army-to-army relationships in PACOM, it e:~ire~sEort!Y 

before the activation of WES~COH, and there have been no 

&ttempts by HQDA since then to update those J!l!l·,struc_~i_cms. 

- given tacit approval of several 11/E'STCJ}M--a·c--el:on·s-___ __:_ ________ ~ 
which infringe on the responsibilities andJ:.n.i.t.iat1V-ea of 
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the other Pacific MACOMs. Specific examples are the USARJ 

initiated bilateral exchange activ1tie!L wh1 ch are routinely 

~iefed to visitors by WESTCOM as a part o.r WESTCOM's 

Pacific Armies Liaison and Ex~hange (PALEX) Program; and 

USARJ initiated bilateral exercises which are similarly 

briefed by WESTCOM as a subordinate part of their 

training/exercise program. A visitor who ventures no 

further into the Pac i fie than Ha waH (the location of 
f 

WESTCOM headquarters) is li!cely to depart with the 

impression that WESTCOM is, in t~ct, USARPAC by another 

name, and' is fully responsible f·~r orchestrating the 

activities of the other Pacific ~ACOMs, regardless of 

geographical caveats. 

While Project Pacific Phoenix was preparing to 

revamp the Army command structure in the Pacific, another 

reorganization was in progress in Korea, the .activation of 

th~ ROK-US Combined Forces Command. Although there is some 

'!_l.s_agreement over the number of "hats" the CINC in Korea 

really wore .• for the purpose of this paper, llle wore four: 

CINC United Nations Command, CDIC Combined Fli!l'ces Command, 

C:ommander u.s. Forces Korea, and Commander Eighth U.S. Army. 

'i'he most significant aspect a:;sociated with .the activation 

:>f Combined Forces Command (CFC) is that the authority of l 
:INCCFC exceeds the authorit~ of the Commander, u.s. Forces, 

Korea. This creates a "situation where a u.s .. general 

' ·. '\ 
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officer has operational control over another nation's 

forces." 27 

CINCCFC receives o~~Qn.<il guidance ang_ strategic J 
dir~cl;_:!._QJ]_f.t!OJII-.l<he. BOK-l!S Military Committee 
established by the CE.!L.~trategic Directive 1'. 
QINCCFC (as the s~f!ita;:y officer a:ssign_e_d 
to -!CQ_;r::.!.U communicates.a-1F..i£tly with the iLS 

t1onal Co d and rrrlitar Authority (JCS plus 
t.b..e NCA) of the Un e States o tTomn 
matters. The existence of these direct 
communications channels and a broad continuing 
mission requiring execution by significant forces 1 
of two or more services and necessita~ing single 
strategic direction hav~8resulted in a de facto 
unified command in Korea.~ ·- ' 

The establishment of a direct link from the commander on the 

ground to the National Command Authority has created much 

uncertainty regarding the role of CINCPAC during conflict. 

It would appear that CINCPAC will b~come a supporting 

commander to CINCCFC. An article in Defense/81 magazine 

points out this uncertainty with the following narraoive: 

While the JCS Pub 2 has remained baS1~ally 
unaltered since 1958, there have been continual 

ratin procedures, resulting from 
exper1 ecce L1 the Vietnam ar rom a nUll! er of 
crises. Among these crises were US intervention 
in the Dominican Republic in 1965, the Middle East 
Wars of 1967 and 1973, capture of the Pueblo in 
1968, and evacuation of American personnel from 
Saigon in 1975, seizure of the Mayaguez the same 
year'2cflnd the Korea tree cutt1 ng 1 nc1 deRt of 

1976. 

The activation of Combined Forces Command further confused 

the already complicated command structure i111 Korea, and 

additionally reduced the latitude of the U.S. m!litary 

authorities to alter command arrangements in PACOM. 

\ ."'-
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The command and control structure in PACOM now --- ..... 

consists of C!NCPAC with three comoonent commands (although 
? 

the authority of the Army component has geographic 

limitations) and two subordinate unified commands; one in 

'Korea (U.S. Forces, Korea) and one in Japan (U.s. Forces, 

Japan). Reporting to each of' these subordinate unified 

commands are a series of' service component commands, most~of 

which oversee the operation of' several smaller headquarters 

, of their respective services. Appendix 3 provides a 

detailed evplaAation of current command arrangements in the ---
Pa,cific theater. A thorough comprehension of these 

arrangements is essential to understanding both the 

reorgan!~ation alternatives discussed in the next chapter 

and the conclusions provided in Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER III 

REORGANIZATION STUDIES: 1978 TO PRESENT 

The previous two chapters have outlined the 

frequency of reorganization efforts in the Pacific 

(primarily u.s. Army oriented), and to a lesser degree have 

emphasized some of the military and political considerations 

which have precipitated the constant alteration of command 

relation&bips in the theater. This chapter focuses on the 

current pJ•oblem and solutions to that problem offered by 

va;.•ious study recommendations since 1978. 

W~en one .considers the administrative effort, 

manhours, and cost associated with the conduct of a major 

reorganization study project, the resources allocated to 

~study Pacific command relationships since 1978 have been 

\' st<:ggering. Most of the studies have involved travel from 
L 

the lJnited States to several !'acl.fic countries by two or 

more study team members. Th•JSe study projects which were 

mat~dated or contracted by government officials/agencies were 

also preceded ty a requirement for the headquarters involved 

to provide supr ~,.t and assistance. More signi1'icantly, each 

of the final studies has been reviewed by thee headquarters 

involved, and extensive comments (often on the scale of 
. ·---- -

"counter-studies") have been staffed, prepared, and 



for.warded for consideration or, as is generally the case, in 

rebuttal. 

While it is axiomatic that the elements of power in 

the Pacific region are dynamic, there is some doubt that the 

degree of change has been sufficient to warrant reassessment 

on the scale witnessed since World War II, or even slnce 

1978. That is not to say that military and political 

.leaders should adopt a policy of "neglect" or "stagnation!' 

in the Pacific region; h'::lwever, it is to say that a decision 

"not to decide" or to "piecemeal the solution" only 

unnecessarily exacerbates the friction, uncertainty, and 

turmoil which already exist in PacL'ic command and control j 
relationships. 

In gen,•ral, each of the m 1jor studies conducted 

r:ince 1.978 has presented vali•j facts and detailed 

assessments of current problems and considerations. In 

general, the same facts, problems, and considerations are J 

duplicated in each of the studies. The situation has been 

t•eviewed so many times in what appears to be a never-ending 

~:tudy process, that the military headquarters in the Pacific 

.;md other agencies would be hard pressed to uncover new data\ 

•·•hich would suddenly lead to a panacea. 

Although the plethorH of studies ccmducted since 

1978 generally agree in substance, conclusions and 

recommendations differ widely. Following is a review of key 

points made by each of the five major studies since 1978: 
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STUDY 1 - PROJECT PACIFIC PHOENIX ( ?3): 

~~-\i 
~NoYJ l ~ 
,-~~ 

This study was sponsored by the Department of the j 
Army, Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations and was published by 

U.S. Army CINCPAC Support Group in March 1978. 1 While the 

study made many recommendations regarding the transfer of 

functions and facilities in PACOM, the principal thrust of 

the study was to reestablish USARPAC and to return to the 

comffiand and control structure which had existed prior to the 

disestablishment of USARPAC in 1974. At least that was the 

thrust in the joint context; in the Army-only t!nvironment, 

the recommended changes were far more suustantive. 

Although the proposed structure would have been 

functional, it could only be expected to operate as 

marginally as it did prior to 1974. From an objective 

viewpoint, the major reason the proposal failed was "bad 
" 

timing.'' Beginning ir:_ 1974, the c!:t1ted States mil1 tary 

began a massive long-term incremental troop reduction in the 

Pacific theater. In 1977, U.S. troop reductions in Korea 

were initiated and, by the time the P3 study appeared in 

1978, America's major Pacitic allies were acutely attuned to 

the potential 1mpact_that U.S. withdrawals would have on 

re~ional security. The establishment of an Army component 

command in Hawaii, almost 3,500 miles from Northeast Asia, 

to replace a major Army command headquarters being withdrawn 
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from Korea did little to demonstrate u.s. resolve and J 
commitment to any Pacific nation, particularly Korea and 

Japan. 

When the po~itical and military atmosphere of 1978 

is compared with the environment in the Pacific today, one 

finds that there are several factors which have changed 

appreciably- over the past five years. When the u.s. fully 

intended to withdraw troops from the Republic of Korea, the 

concept of combining Headquarters, E!ghth U.S. Army with the 

new Army component command in Hawaii may have indeed had 

merit. With no ground forces in Korea, an Army headquarters \ 

on the Korean peninsula would be difficult to justify, 

particularly in view of congressional pressure tn reduce the 

layering of unnecessary headquarters in the theater. The 

obvious solution, giVtR that ground combat forces would \ 

leave the peninsula, was to 

Hawaii. This would permit 

move Headquart-ers I EUSA to j 
personnel space snvings by 

' 

merging Headquarters, EUSA with the new Army component, and 

would also demonstrate to the Republic of Korea that EUSA 

had not really abandoned the Pacific altogether. Another 

consideration in the 1qz8 j<ime frame was that U.S.-Japan __ 
~ 

bilateral military activities were ot little 1mport. Until 

1978, little overt progress had been made in bilateral 

training and contingency planning; however, :the embers had 
.... -----~--- .. ---·-~-----------·-

ll.!ten stoked and the kettle was s~tfficiently warm to interest 

both U.S. and Japanese statesmen; ~· the eventual 
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political intervention which "" '' ;>ed ProJect Pacific j 
Phoenix. 

Since 1978, both of these factors, which were maJor 

coJasiderations in ProJect Paclfic Phoenix, have changed. 

The plan to withdraw U.S. troops from Korea was abandoned 

and U.S.-Japan bilateral military cooperation has expanded 

significantly. One can !•·gically conclude that the initial 

ration~le for implementing froJect Pacific Phoenix, 

excluding parochial interests, has been overcome by events. 

STUDY 2 - WHERE !£!! Q!!!I! CC'2!~:' Qf LI.'<E THU!WER: f! Loo~ !,!: 

!!:!!. Army's Future Role .!!:_ :he P..t~Uic: 

T.his study was done by Color <!l Ward M. Lehardy and 

published in June 1978. This was an individual study 

proj,:ct written as an article for publication ar1d it to some 

eJttent reviewed the economic, ;JOli tical, and military 

interests of the United States in the Pacific theater. The 

author cl~arly outlined the sen&1tiv1tles of our allies 

regarding the withdrawal of u.s. ground forces from Korea 

and Asian perceptions of our EJropean !nterests at the 

e':pense of i.sian regional security. Colonel Lehardy made 

flve specific recommendations: 2 

1 - Reesta~lish USARPAC. 

2 - D~ignate three divisions as "Pacific-oriented" 

f •rces. -- ' 
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3 - Establish a olea;p · rnl niel'l in t'lle Peel 1'1-c.. for IX 

4 - Exerc'.'e Pacif1 c contingencf p'ans on a Crequent 

5 - Increase the use of small, elite training teams 

where indigenous forces ,ant them. 

Although Colonel Lehardy devoted a major portio:"! of 

his study to political sensitivities and the sign1ficance of 

a U.S. ground force presence in th·e Pacific,3 his 

recommended command 

paralleled the P3 

and control st:-ucture essentially.) 

study. That is., he advocated/ 

reestablishing USARPAC. As was the c•ase with Project 
-.. - ~ 

Pacific Phoenix, the establishment of USARPAC, troop 

strength reduction in Korea, and ithe associated 

subordl.nation of the U.S. Army headquarters in Japan and 

Korea would only serve to diminish the military significance 

of Northeast Asia. 

The recommendation to resurrect il>SARPAC presents a 

unique dichotomy when compared with the other 

recommendations of the Lehardy study. Tbe scope of country 

and regional contingency planning conductero in the theater 

is limited almost exclusively to Japan an~ Korea; therefore, 

Lehardy's recommendations relative to c011tingency planning 

focus on Northeast Asia by default. The need to designate 

"Pacific-oriented" forces, to establish a clear mission for 

IX Corps (located in Japan), and to exercise contingency 
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plans frequently all give the illusion of increasing the; 

importance of Japan and Korea. If the reestablishment of 

USARPAC contravenes a demonstration of u.s. resolve in 

Northeast Asia, one might conclude that Colonel Lehaz·dy was 

suggesting that the U.S. attemp• ·-o ,appease Noz•theast Asian 

concerns with some sort of t-~de.off: specifically, 

although the strength of U.S. ground forces in the region 

would be reduced, the U.S. could replace it with a 

"perception" of renewed interest. The hard facts are thaj 

the illusion of renewed interest is a poor substitute for 

ir.-place ground combat forces which serve as a "trip wire" 

for regional defense. 

STUDY 3 - U.S. STRATEGY IN NORTHEA:i_'!: ASIA: 

Like Project Pacific Pho,mix, thi.s was also a DA 

DCSOPS sponsored study. The study was conducted by Stanford 

Research Institute (SRI) in Palo Alto, California and was 

published in June 1978. The final report consists of a ...____ 
basic unclassified study with an Annex which is classified 

SECRET. The basic study provides an excellent assessment of 

the confluence of power in Northeast Asia and of the 

national interests and objec~ives of the involved nations. 

The substantive recommendati•ms of the study are contained 

in the classified Annex. 

Although the classified data will not be 

incorporated in this document, the SRI study is significant 



.•. 

not only because it presents the first formal opposition tal 

resurrecting USARPAC but also because it focuses on the 

strategic significance of Northeast Asia. Additionally, thej 

study does not reflect self-serving interests and biased 

opinions. 

The command and control recommendations of the SRI 

study vary gre~~t~l~y~f~r::o:m~t~h~e~r~e;c~o;m~m~e~n~d~a+t~i'-o~n~so-p~resented in ._ 
Project Pacific Phoenix and in Colonel Lehardy's study. The 

SRI study team carefully and methodically analyzedj 

contemporary issues and other factors which have altered the 

elements of power in Northeast Asia over the past decade. 

Based on that analysis, the study concludes that 

"c~n..tralizetion" by th.e U.S. Army in Hawaii would be 

detrimental to U.S. and ally interests in the region. The 

study provides a clear focus on the emerging significance of 

Northeast Asia and the importance for the U.S. to maintain a 

b'i v_l_..a..,n~c'"e"--'o"'f._~p:,:,:o~w,_,e"'r'-....:~ the North e as t As ian reg i on w h i c h 

complements U.S. security objectives in the Pacific basin. 

STUDY 4 - ~ ROLES, MISSIONS, AND RELATIONSHIPS OF PACIFIC 

COMMAND HEADQUARTERS: 

Based on a July 1979 request by Congressman Joseph 

P. Addabbo, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Defense, 

Committee on Appropriation, House of Representatives, the 

Government Accounting Office (GAO) also studied command 
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relationships in the Pacific. The study was published i~ 

Its justification was that the Subcommittee had 

Although Congressman Addabbo had specifically 
0 

emphasized the possibility of saving personnel spaces and 

reducing overlapping functions, the potentl.al ramifications 

of his question addressed a much broader issue: the very 

e~istence of the unified command structure in the Pacific 

theater. The detailed analysis required to satisfy the 

Congressman's doubts necessarily extended the scope of the 

study to include the subordinate unified ana component 

commands of CI}.CPAC. Because GAO had reviewed the Navy and 

~ir Force components only a short time p?ior to the 

Subcommittee query (Pacific Fleet Headquarters in February 

1977 and Pacific Air Force Headquarters in Felbruary 1979) 

the present GAO study focused primarily on PACOM 

Headquarters, the subordinate unified commands, and on the 

Army in the Pacific. In addressing ea•eh of these 

headquarters the GAO made three key observations: 

1 - The role of CINCPAC had gradually decreased 

since 194 7; 
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2 - Th~ role of the su~ordinate unified command~ had 

incrementallY increased; 

3 - The merits or· resurrecting USARPAC are 

questionable. 

The GAO study team found ~~at the role of CINCPAC 

had llhanged appreciably as a result of the introduction of 

technology, t~ransition from grant aid security program;: 

to foreign military snles, and a gradual increase in the -
~sponsibilities/scope of operational involvement of the 

subordinate unif~ed commands. In sum, tht._peacet:tme role of 

CINCPAC had been gradually reduced and the wartime role had 

become "some"'llat ~e. ,s The GA;.l study concluded that the 

"changing world conditions and ongo1ng reevaluations of 

national strategy raise questione as to whether the current 

Pacific command structure is the most effective one 

to meet emerging problems (i.e., contingencies, 

etc.)."6 Specifically, the role of CINCPAC had changed 

"prosecuting the war" to "support and coordination." 

war, 

from J 
Regarding the U.S. Army structure in the Pacific, 

the GAO report was equally explie!it. Al th<Ough the details 

of the GAO analysis, conclusi<Jns, and recommendations on the 

Army structure remain classified, the study team strongly 

recommended that the Secretary of Defense "tully examine the 

p~d cons of the need for a Pacifie-wide component 

headquarters for the Army in Hawaii."7 The GAO study 

strongly warned that the reestablishment of Headquarters 
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USARPAC, or any rorm or Army centralization in Hawaii, 

brought with it "potentially adverse political 

ramifications." 8 

STUDY 5 - ARMY ORGANIZATION IN PACOM: 

This was ~draft Pepept prepared by a team rrom the 

Strategic Studies Institute (SSI), u.s. Army War College, 

based on a study directive by the DA DCSOPS. The report was 

~blished in _1982...!.. br:!.r.g:!.ng the DCSOPS-directed studies en 

Army command and. control in the Pacific to a total of three 

since 1978. This report carried with it a clear caveat: 

This is a dra!.'t report ••. , and as such it does 
not reflect the official position or the Army War 
College or approval of the Deputy Chief of Staff 
for Operations and Plans, or Department of the 
Army. The findings of this report are not to be 
construe~as an official Department of the Army 
position. 

Although the SSI study in its draft format does not 

represent the official positir'·" or the Army War College or 

Department of the Army, the dep~h of the review is exceeded -only by the GAO report and the content probably surpasses 

that of the SRI study in terms o·f command and control 

analysis. While some protagonists fail to recognize the 

political significance associated with the reorganization of 

something as seemingly insignificant as the theater Army 

command and control structure, the SSI study portrays the 

vivid realities which must be considered. 
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The Army organization in PACOM must, at the same 
time, be supportive of US diplomatic efforts in the 
area. ~he impact of the stationing of Arm1 forces, 
conducting exercises in the region, and location 
and authority of Army headquarter.s on the 
perceptions of friends and potential ad~ersaries 
must be recognized. 

The Army's principle challenge, then, is to 
provide an organization in PACOM which is able to 
fulfill requirements across the s·peetrum of 
conflict while supporting 1B~ diplomati~ efforts) 
both now and in the future. 

The significance of this study is twofold: first, 

Asia l 
vis-a-vis the rest or the Pacific theater, and second, it 

it addresses the strategic importance of Northeast 

recognizes the expanding operational role of the subordinate ) 

unified commands in PACOM, particularly in KQrea. 

Regarding Northeast Asia, the ssr stuwy team stated 

Traumatic though it may be, it must be accepted] 
that significant interests and military power 
rightfully reside in Northeast Asia. Power and 
influence, at least as concerns the Army, must be ( 
shared between command and control axes ~entered on 
both Hawaii and Northeast Asia.•l 

This statement is significant for at least t·.wo reasons: the 

stage is being set to consider the possibility of a formal 

.JO!:!ified command in Northeast Asia; and the <.term "power" has -been introduced in the context of comm!llll'd and control 

arrangements. It is this very concept of '"power" that has 

historically nurtured the seeds of parochiai.ism throughout 

PACOM. Unfortunately, these seeds have o·iften grown tnto 

major obstacles which impede progress. 
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The SSI conclusions, relative to the expanding l'Ole 

of the subordinate unified commands in PACOM, parallel the 

findings of the 1980 G.AO report; however, the significance 

of this trend is explained by the SSI team in far greater 

detail. The study concluded that: 

The crux of the issue is how warfare in the Pacific 
is to be directed. If the command and control 
struct~re will be as publicized (through PACOM), 
Army organization in the PP .ific should be 
centralized, and centralize_ now. • • • But t.he 
same holds true with the lines of command an~ 
control assumed by ~he study team. S!nce th 
Pacific will have dual channels of operationa 
guidance and strategic direction flowing f·rom 
Washington, the Army headquarters in Korea should 
not be 1~ubordinated to the Army headquarters in 
Hawaii. 

To emphasize this point, th~. study team also stated ( 

that "centralization fails to recogr.lze the reality of a de ) 

facto unified command in Korea. This recognition is 

: .. mportant for proper transitionihg and the conduct of 

war." !J 

In the end, the SSI study provided four 

r.•eorganizat1on alternatives and detailed the advantages and 

fisadvantages of each course of action. The four "MACOM 

ll.lternatlves" were: 14 

1- Decentraliz.ed (essentially maintaining the 

:;;!latus quol; 

2 - Subordinate USARJ co WESTCOM (the st.atus of EUSA 

'.#ould not change); 
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3 - Redesignate USARJ as EUSA (Rear), and 

Sl;lbordinate EIIS• (Reul to EuSA in Korea; 

4 - Centralized (this entails the resurrection of 

USARPAC in the form of WESTCOM_as originally proposed by 

Project Pacific Phoenix). 

Alternative 3 focuses on command and control 

relationships between USARJ and EUSA and is therefore the 

only alternative which recognizes the emerging importance of 

Northeast Asia; unfortunately, it too falls short sf 

addressing the real problem. Assuming that the U.S. Army 

could be an independent variable in the defense eguatio_n, 

alternative 3 is the logical stopgap to the compounding 

command and control Problems of the Army in the Pacific. 

Unfortunately; this is a ~lse assumption, t~e U.S. Army is 

not an autonomous body in matters of national cefense. In 

accordance with the National Security Act of :!.9U7, the 

Defense Reorganization Act of 1958, the Unified Command 

Plan, and a variety of other documents a~ the national 

level, the U.S. Army, and ev.:roy other service component, is 

intended to operate as an integral part of the joint 

military structure. 

Although the facts presented in the SSI study 

support the essentiality of integrated operations in the 

joint environment, the reorganization alternatives outlined 

I by the study 

joint issue. 

team conspicuously avoided confronting the 

The only apparent rationale f•C>r this approach 
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is that any reorganization which would alter the joint 

structure in PACOM would also transcend the "scope'' and 

"limitations" of the DA DCSOPS study directive. The 

Department of the Army study directive specifically stated 

that "recommendations must be feasible and suitable for] 

implementation beginning in 1982.•15 Any recommendation (or 

alternative leading to a recommendation) directed at 

modifying current unified command procedures would require 

extensive analysis by the entire civilian and military 

leadership community and would ultimately manifest 1tself in 

the form of Congressional mando.te. Therefore, 1t was 

clearly an effort which would not h•ve been fc~sible for 

implementation in the DA DCSOPS specified tim·e span. 

The following table summarizes ltey. aspects of each 

o.f the five studies reviewed: 

YEAR 
STUDY PUBLISiiED SPONSOR CENTRALIZATION 

P3 1978 DA DCSOPS YES 

Lehardy 1978 Indiv!dual YES 

SR.T 1978 DA DCSOPS NO 

GAO 1980 Congressional NO 

SSI 1982 DA DCSOPS NO 
(draft) 

In crnsidering that DA DCSOPS sponsored two studies 

which were both published in the same year (1978). one might 
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conclude that even the Department of the Army was beginning 

to doubt the wisdom of centralization in Hawaii. If. 

centralization had become doubtful in 1978. and if political 

concerns had stopped centralization in 1979. then by mid 

1982 (in the wake of the GAO and SSI study recommendations) 

observers should have concluded that centralization was a 

dated concept. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE MAXIMS OF REORGANIZATION 

Regardless of the initiatives eventually adopted to 

improve the command and control structure in P.ACOM, there 

are seve1•a1 fundamental considerations, or maxims, which 

will ultimately determine the ~uccess or failure of any 

given course of action. The first maxim is: 

- !lli.!!! OF COM~ IS ESSENTIAL. The significance 

of this "principle of war" was as clearly unlerstood by 

Clausewitz1 in the 19th century as it was by General George 

C. Marshall in 1941 when he expressed to the.British. Chiefs 

of Staff the need for a single commander in .:t:ne Pacific 

theater. Unfortunately, the importance of that principle, 

as it applies to command relationships in PA.CO~!, has ac J 
times been obscured by the fog of parochialicsm and self 

interest. "Centralization." as suggested by tl:Je P3 study, 

should be more appropriate~ considered a single method of 

achieving "unity of command." It is clearly oot the only 

~ethod, p~obably not the best method, and does not embody in 

a single word the salient aspects of "unity of oommand." 2 

A review of the major studies outline·a in Chapter 

III shows that the last three conducted (SRI, GI~O, and SSI) 

all disagree with the concept of a centralize~ Army 
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coa1ponent headquarters in Hawaii. Although the study 

publishe~ by Colonel Lehardy does indeed recommend 

centralization, the !'acts presented in his study more 

accurately support a "decentralized" Army command and 

control structure in PACOM. That then leaves the 

recommendations o!' Project Paci!'ic Phoenix to ttand on their 

own merit; and it is the very merit o!' that study which is 

questionable! 

As mentioned earlier, the recommendations of Project 

Pacific Phoeni~ were implemente< in. part, in 1978. That 

action led to the eEtablishment of WE!,TCOM in March 1979. 

Although !'3 was a DA DCSOPS sponsored s ~udy, 1t was in fact J 
publishert by J.S. Army CINCPAC Sup)ort Group at Fort 

Shafter, Hawaii. CINCPAC Cupport Grou~ was also the 

headquarters l{hich had <oarlier· expressed concern that the 

Army in 

mat';ers 

CINCPAC. 

the Pacific did not have a~ equal voice in joint ~ 

because there was no "real" u.s. Army coJ:~ponent to 
-' 

When CINCPAC Support Group forwarded its proposal 

to increase ohe authority and expand the responsibilities o!' 

its own headquarters as the Army component to the unified 

command, the initiative had little to lose, but a great deal .. 

to r::ai~. Since the disestablishment of USARP~C in 1974, 

CIN.PAC Support Group had the mission of providing "liaison, 

advlce and assistance to CINCPAC, his staff and the PACOM 

Ser ~ice component commanders regarding US Army. matte1·s of 

co 1cern wi chin PACOM."J In addition to these 
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responsibilities, u.s. Army CINCPAC Support Group was also 

assigned to assist CINCPAC "in the preparation of CINCPAC 

Plans and prepare the US Army plans to support CINCPAC 

contingencies for areas not witi1in the geographical area of 

a Pacific MACOM or which transcend MACOM areas.• 4 

With that as a mission, no one questioned the need 

for CINCPAC Support Group to exist, and its future (in terms 

of the status quo) was never at stake. The question then . 
• arose over what would be gained by eleva.ting CINCPAC Support 

Group to component command status? The !tllswer given by 

CINCPAC Support Group was that the new arrangement would put 

tl.e Army on an equal footing with the ot:t.er two service 

component~ in the Pacific and would provide centralized 

unity of command; stripped of its military vernacular, the 
' 

phrase actually means "prestige" and •power." As a 

component to the unified command, CINCPNC Support Group 

could logically expect to be endowed with the same degree of 

influence and authority held by Headquarten, USARPA,C when 

it was the Army component to CINCPAC. In this regard, 

CINCPAC Support Group would be elevated from a Department of 

the Army Field Operating Agency (FOA) to a full major Army 

command (MACO!>l). As the new component to CINCPAC, and as a 

!4ACOM headquarters, CINCPAC Support Group eould expect the 

other tw~ MACOMs in Japan (USARJ) and Korea (EUSA) to become 

subordinate. With the expanded area oJ' influence and 
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increase in command and control responsibilities, the next 

logical step in the process would be to upgrade the rank or 

the commander, incrementally-, to four-star General: that 

would also ensure ·parity with the air and naval components 

to CINCPAC, Surely the commander or U.S. Army CINCPAC 

Support Group must have considered thl•se possibilities when 

he initiated his reorganization proposal. 

Parochial interests in this ca~e are clear: CINCPAC J 
Support Group stood to gain in all areas. But what about 

Eighth U.S. Army in Korea and u.s. Army Japan? C!!-ICPAC 

Support Group had no mono~oly on parochialism; EUSA anj 

USARJ stood to lose their MACOM status as they became 

subo!'di·· 1te to the new Army comJ·onent to <;INCPAC. From 

self interest perspective, USAR,; and EUSA were r"aced with ] 

possible starr reductions (b0th in numbers an6 rank 

structure) and a downgrading in the rank or the EUSA and 

USARJ commanders. More importantly, loss or MACOM status, 

along with the transfer or MACOM regponsibilities, would 

preclude direct dialogue between EUSA, USARJ and other 

MACOMs, not to mention Department or the Army. 

The decision to impoS"• an addi tiona! reporting 

(WESTCOM) between the other t.wo Pacific ~tACOMs and the 

or the Army" carried with i~ several negative aspects. 

layer ·7 
"rest j 
From 

an operational perspective, any additional layer in the 

command channel would encumber and dilute communications J 
essential for starr coordination and rapid decisions. This 
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consideration was particularly vital in view of the] 

resurgence of' bilateral contingency planning which w~.::_ 

beginning to take place in both Korea an._ Japan. 
--Representat11•es from the United States and Japan had just 

signed the 1978 Defense Guidelines, and for the ftrst time 

ever, military-to-military bilateral planning_~~d 

authorization. The next few years would prove that the 

ability of the USARJ st~ff to coordinate directly with 

Department of the_ Army and other MACOM staff representatives 

markedly enhanced responsiveness of the U.S. Army in Japan. 

A similar sense of urgency began to emerge in Korea at about 

the same time. The Jatnt Operations Planning System (JOPS) 

had evolved from the use of "notional" forces to actual 

units which would be available to support specific 

·contingency operations. As the Army staff in Korea began to 

restructure the Time-Phast>d Force Deployment Lists ('i'PFDL) 

which supported ant_~_cij)_~te<!_~ontingencies 1 direct 

coordination and respansive decisions by a v&riety of Army 

agencies outside Korea was essential. The speed of 

coordination between EUSA and representati7es from FORSCOM, 

DA, and other involved MACOMs allowed an expeditious and 

efficient transition. This same coordinat-ion would become 

even more critical during an actual crisis. 

Operational consideration 1s only one major facet 

which millt3tes ~gainst "layering" the Army command and 
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control structure in PACO~l. A second, and equally as 

important consideration, is the impact on U.S. allies. The 

Japan Ground Sel: Defense Force (JGSDF) Headquarters, 

located in Tokyo, is the equivalent of Headquarters, 
-·---··-

Department of the Army in Washingtoh, D.C.; each is the army 

headquarters in their reSpective countries. Aitfiotigh··trre 

JGSDF is equivalent. to DA, its direct counterpart ror 

'o1lateral planning and trainlng a~t1vit1es 

~~~ Headquarters, USARJ. As a 14ACOM 

with U.S. forces 

-------------) commander, the 

Commanding General of USARJ has been ve:sted w! th the 

authority to represent the U.S. Army in Japan, and to make 

l<ey decisions on behalf of DA which support U.S •. A~,my 

objectives in that country. For decisions beyond his 

purview, -- the USARJ Commander serves as a direct~ 

communications link between the JGSDF and the U.S. Army 

in_:ras_tr .. \lc•uJ:_e. Although this system h·a-s proven 

exceptionally effective for opeed and accuracy of 

information exchanged, the rea·l merit o1' the syetem is that 

it recognizes and accommodates the position cf the JGSDF as 

a co-equal partner in defense matterg with the U.S. Army. 

This is extremely important to the progress of military-to-]· 

military relationships between the United States and Japan. 

While these are all valid considerations, ·their 

degree of importance remains theoretical until proven 

otherwise; therefore, the impact of violating these 

considerations is 11!'ficult to measure, and even more 
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difficult to "sell." As a result, parqchial interests tend 

to become the first line of a rather elusive defense. ~ 

While parochial issues· in Hawaii cente~ed around 

"prestige" and "power" (in a variety of forms), parochialism 
?' 

in Japan and Korea issued from "command survivability." 
~ 

EUSA and USARJ countered primarily with political 

considerations (some valid and som~ riot), while CINCPAC 
- . 

Support Group espoused the merits of "unity of command." 

The arguments on both sides were strong; however, as 

mentioned earlier, it; was difficult to d~termine the 

l validity of opposing vi•wpoints because much of the 

potential impact was theoretical. 

History is replete with ev\dence and philosophies 

supporting "unity of command"; I owever, the ~mpact of 

~olitical considerations at any given point along the time 

spectrum is an intangible factor. The situation favored 

CINCPAC Support Group's proposal to centralize. An 

addi_1;1onal handicap to EUSA and USARJ was the death of 

Cl~eral Creighton Abrams, who was largely responsible for 

til_~ disestablishm_j!.ll..(; of the centralized Arny headquarters 

(~~.J\~PAC) ln J~ As a result., the military oppone!tts of 

centralization counted one less asset. When all contenders1 

emerged from the dispute, t'1o reorganizatl~n proposal of 

CINCPAC Support Or<up had won! Or had it? Clearly the 

victors had failed to differentiate centralization from 
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unitY of command, but w.hat about the political 

consi.derations? This leads to the second maxim: 

- POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS ~ PARAMOUNT. The 

impact of political considftrations on Project Pacific 

Phoenix m~kes it almost axiomatic that changes in command 

relationships must be informed by political objectives. 

More significantly, any such proposa 1 a, pa~t'c••larly by a 
----,. 

single service, must be carefully coordinated within the 

joint ar~ (from JCS through the subordinate unified 

commands), and must 

of the U.S. State 

receive the full support and assist~) 

Department. In the end, the U.S. 

Ambassadors of affected nations will be the 11nchp1ns-of 

success, Embassy staffs monitor political developments and 

will ultimately be charged with "testing the waters" and 

explaining to host nation governments the rationale and 

impact of a military restructure. Percep"ions involving 

"balance of power," U.S. resolve to defense commitments, 

impact on regional stability, and "signals" to allied and 

belligerent nations will differ widely and differences must 

be addressed with absolute resolve. In this regard, failur~ 

was the price paid by the proponents of Project Pacific 

Phoenix. 

ProJect Pacific Phoenix demonstrated the importance 

of incl.uding all the participantD in the proceedings. There 

was a myriad of politicians and statesmen whose voices 

remained to be heard. Lest one forget that the military ia 
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only an extension of a much larger and m!)ro;: powerful 

political body, failure to account for politicians and 

statesmen cau11ed the Army's independent reorganizationl 

efforts to be indefinitely postponed. In retrospect, the l 
political considerations espoused by USARJ and EUSA must 

have indeed been valid. Moreover, these concerns can be 

expected to take on even greater significance as u.s. 
involvement in bilateral and combined planning endeavors 

with Japan and the Republic of Korea continues to increase. 

This then leads to the next maxim: 

- THE WARS QE THE FUTURE ~ ~ PROSECUTED ~ IN 

A JOINT CONTEXT. This too is axiomatic in view of current 

doctrine and the manner in which recent crises have been 

resolved. As mentioned earlier, the basis of current 

doctrine can be found in the provisions of the National 

Security Act of 1947, the Defenoc Reorganization Act of 

1958, the Unified Command Plan, and JCS Ptlb 2 (Unified 

Action Armed F'orces). From a u.s. Army pe'l'spective, the 

doctrine, guidance, and responllib1l1ties o111:tlined in the 

various national and joint level documell!ts have been 

synthesized and condensed into a single plillil1icat1on, Th~ 
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~part!!!~ Of The Army Manual. This document statea that 

the Department of the Army 

is respons.ible for the preparation of land forces 
necessary for the effective prosecution of war 
except as otherwis• assigned and, in accordance 
with integrated joint mobilization. plans, for the 
expansion of the peaceti~e components of the Army 
to meet the needs of war. 

The statutory role of the Army is further defined by the 

statement that it is the intent of Congress to provide an 

Army that is capable, in conjunction with the other armed 

forces, of providing for the defense cf the United States, 

supporting national policies, ard implementing national 

objectives. 6 The Army manual acknow;·edges that: 

The Armed Forces of the UnHed S!.ates are organized 
for the performance of' m11itt ry missions into 
combatant commands made up ol forces from the 
various military departments unc1er the opex;ationat 
command of unified .or specified commanders.· 

Simply stated, the Department of tha Army is 

responaible for providing a combat ready for~e to the 

appropriate unified or specified commander, who will in turn 

p~osecute the war to achieve u.s. objectives. In a joint 

environment, the unified commar•jer is the focal point for 

"unity of command," and the respective military departments 

p••ovide the support and adminif,cration necessary to sustain 

t~e committed force. 

The next logical question is, how does this apply to 

· 'ACOM? The answer, in view of current .::ommanci and control 

•elationships, is somewhat complex: it depends on the scope 
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of conflict! A conflict isolated to the Korean peninsula 

(the most likely scenario) presents a great deal of 

confusion in terms of in-country transition; but the 

situation becomes even more complicated when integrating the 

plethora of out-of-country supporting commands. Although 

some major alterations in command lines are envisioned, the 

degree of "absolute" control the CINC in Korea exercises 

over commands external to Korea still leaves room for 

improvement. As an example, Headquarters, USARJ is -responsible for the opera:ion of ammunition rebuild 

facilit.!!!.._and the,retroleum distribution system in Okinawa. 

USARJ could logically be expected to provide offshore ----------------
support to the Army in Korea as it did during the 1950 

Korean conflict; however, the degrre to which that support 

would actually be provided, and the associated priorities, 

would b~ best conirolled throttBh a direct command channel 

which currently does not exist. This problem would be - -·-=------=----magnified if the conflict in Kor"'a became regional. 

Regional conflict in Northeast Asia is the second 

moat likely scenario in the theater. If installations in 

Japan were used to provide offshore logistical support to a -conflict in Korea, it is highly probable that the Democratic 

Pesp~es Republic of Korea would aeek Soviet assiStance· to 

inj;errupt or sever the lines of communication between the 

Rep_!Jbl_ic of Korea and Japan. Soviet intervention, at any 

level, would rapidly escalate to regional concern, and 
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possibly regional conflict. What then of p~iorit1es in 

Japan~ As the likelihood of regional conflict increases, 

the priority of support to Korea could be expected to 

decrease as commands in Japan prepared to confront their own 

contingencies. Current command relationships in the theater 

dictate that Cil:!._CPAC, 3,5·00 miles removed from Northeast 

Asia, w~ul~ be the supported commander during a regional 
, 

conflict. The ability of CINCPAC to prosecute the war from ----Honolulu 16 questionable, and would likely re~ult in a m, •or 

reorganization o·f command and control arrange•111enta in t •. • 

midst of a conflict. The routine "frictions or war" would 

present enough turmoil without the compllcatl.l!lns of self

inflicted wounds. 

The logical extension of a regional conflict 

involving the u.s. and the USSR is eventual escalation to 

theater or global war. While these are among the less 

likely scenRrios, they are also fraught wUh the most 

serious conaequences; therefore, 'they cannot be deleted from 

the r•ealm of possibility. Again, current •eommand and 

control arrangements would need to be altered to meet the 

demands of theater.or global conflict. 

By now, it should be clear that pi•es<!lnt command 

relationships in PACOM are workable, but not .~)ptimal, for 
-~-=-=::-==:::-:-~-peacetime requirements. Wartime requ1rementu, mowevez~e 

far different. Regardless of the scenario selected (single 
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country, regional, theater, or global) command ancl control 

3tructures would require altA~at1on to mcBt anticipated 

requirements. What should be equally clear is that the time 

to revise the command structure is now, not after conflict 

is imminent, or in progress. The problema in this regard 

are not limited to the u.s. Army; they involve the entire 

joint command and control structure in PACOM. The burden of 

reooluton lies en joint shoulders. The situation must not 

be construed to be an "Army only" preble~. Clearly there 

are deficiencies in the Army structure in PACOM; however, 

they cannot be resolved by the u.s. i'rmy alone! The optimal 

command and control structure must f~cllitatc the transition 

to war, in a joint context, acroao the entire spectrum of 

·tnrtimc ocenarios. No one is better qualified to meet ~his 

~hullenge than the unified/specified commanders under the 

P;Uidancc of JCS. While some ch:tnP;~;J tn the ::tructure may be 

liTll.lVoidable during a trans1 t1on to war, a: tcrations must be 

~~inimal, and must be planned in excr·uciating d.eta11. 

i::qually as important, such trnnuttions mullt be the subject 

of periodic exercise &o ensul."e tne Bystem r•Jmnins viable and 

to reduce the anticipated "frictlona of war." 
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CHAPTER V 

NOR'l'HEAS":' ASIA IN PERSI'ECTIVI' 

The history of PACOM command and control, coupled 

with the facts and recommendationG presented in recent 

studies, dictates that the future command and ~-:-ntrol 

structure in the Pacific meet certain military an~ politic~t 

criteria to be effective. In the interest of clarity and 

simplicity, these criteria are reiterated below. In ~hort, 

the command and control structure muat: 

- he addressed in the joint arena. The issues in 

the Pacific theater transcend 'Army only' problems. 

-recognize the State Department's role or 

coordination and consensus building in nations affected by 

the prcpooed military reol'ganization. 

- r. n tab lis h c 1 ear line o of aut h a>r it y and 

responaib~i::, end ensure the structure is operational); 

functional !n view of distanceD, forces mvailable, 

communications, and supporting logistical resources. 

- provide. ~unctional and crcd i ble unity mf ~.ommnnd. 

At the strategic level, this common goal equates to 
th~ ~olitical purpose of t~e United States &u.d the 
broad atr·ategic objectives which f1,,w thererrom . 
. , • In the tactical dimension, ••. ~.oord.irta\.1on 
••• is ••• best achieved by vesting a single 
tactical commander with the re<Juinttc authGll"ity to 
direct and to coordinat'i all rorcfla empl.a>yed in 
pur3uit of a common goal. 
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- a> vve all, recogni.~e the growing stre;,gth and 

emerging strategic significance of the Northeast Astan 

nations, and inc;;::-poratt> those factors into effective 

-!~ed regional defense plannin~. 

If these observations are kept in mind, the solution 

to the successful reorganization or PACOM command 

relationships begins to emerge in the form or a Northeast 

Asia Command. It is certainly not a revolutionary concept. 

~the V:!.etnam war, General Westmoreland 

"viaunli::ed a 'Southeast A;;ia Command' under his command 

with headquarters in Saigon." 2 The rationaJ.e for his 

approach ia expressed very well by .J.S. Army stre :g< "t 

Colonoel Harry Summers: 

In comparison with th~> Korean war (especially the 
P.arly period) wnere all of the strategic direction 
came from General MacArthur's GHQ Far East Comma~d, 
there was no equivalent headquarter~ for tne 
Vtetnam war. Part of the strategic d:!.rection ( 
(especially in air and nava~ matters) came from 
Honolulu, part came from Washi~gton and there '.HIS 
no coord.inated unity of effort. 

In the absence of General MacArthur's GHQ Far East Command, 

th~!. concept or a Northeast Asia Commnnd is a logical 

extcnuion in a similar regie~ o.: General Westmorelcnd'o 

vil!·1on. In fact, many or the studies discussed in Chapter 

IIJ have stated that the concept of a Northeast Asia Command 

these studles haue all\ 

re·:omrnended· a more detailed analysis of the concept. H is J 
hru merit. More significantly, 

irtcrest1ng to note that the first formal rc~ommendat1on to 
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consider a Northeast Asia Command was made by the Strategic 

Research !nst!.':ute in 1978, a~rnost r~ve ::ea!"s ago. :n the 

intervening years, the Government Accour.ting Off·ice and the 

Strategic Studies Institute ha•:e made similar 

r .... e_c_o_m_m __ e_n_d_a_t_i_o_n_s_. ___ O_f~even greater interest is the fact that I 
no such analysis has been forthcoming as the result of a 

major study by a qualified institution. The obvious 

question is why? 

------,·-_tor,e..-,.a.,a.,.£wer to :hat question :nay ·•e::i. revo:i.'le around 

the dichotcoy of risk-versus-gain. !f one shoots at :he 

"sacred cow" and fails to hit the mark, he then exposes 

himself to the trauma of a devastating counterattack. On 

the other hand, if one sits idly by and watches the "sacred 

co~" sink in the quagmire of confusion, he knows that in 

time the animal's own weight will pull it do.wn. In this 

case, the risk associated with doing nothing is exactly that 

-- nothing. The central issue then :!.s "time." If one 

believes that the possibility of conflict in the Pacific 

theater is remote to nonexistent, then the present "do 

nothing" tack is an acceptable course. lf on the other 

hand, one subscribes to the concept that conflict in the 

Pacific theater is indeed possible, tnen it becomes 

necessary to sail a new course with a vessel suited. to the 

requirements of war and peace. With r-eference to the 
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possibility of conflict, strategist Harold W. Rood put 

things in proper perspective: 

It is not a defect to p~ay for peace and to hope ( 
there will be no war. But th'ose who predict war 
have statistics on their side; thzse who predict 
peace everlasting are always wrong.· 

A ~10RTHEAST ASIA COMMAND 

Within the boundaries of Northeast Asia, u.s. 
military interests focus on troop concentrations in Japan 

' and Korea and the progress ?f PRC normalization efforts - . 
which could eventually evolve into expanded regional 

relations •. Th~se expanded relations, give.~ the proper\ 

political and military climate, c•:uld ultimately resu:!;e in a. 

~egional security coalition. To subsume that area under a 
. '--'-":...:...::_.:::::..::, 

Northeast Asia Command requires: first, a delineation of 

priorities based on the most likely area of conflict; 

second, selection of a commander; and thir~. the formation 

of a staff an~ locati~n of its headquarterL 

Area of Conflict: The most likely possibility for 

U.S. troop involvement is a conflict which begins in Korea. 

In comparing Korea with other Northeast Asian countries, the 

obvious indicators which poin; to Korea are: 

- th" hign risk of accident or incident between
,.--

North and South Korea escalating to conflict due to a 

misunderstanding and the lack of an unbiased third party 

~ommunicat~ons forum to expedite resolut1o~; 
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-·the tactical disposition of military forces in 

both North and South Korea, to include the wartime footing 

of the general population; 

- the high leve-s of sustained defense expenditures 

at the expense of badly needed social and economic reforms 

in both North and South Korea; 

- frequen!..-1nC1JtpatieR iAcldent;,:J into South Korea 

and periodic skirmishes along the 38th parallel; 

- the unresolved issue of reunification of t!le 

Korean peninsula. 

The likelihood of confl.Lct in Korea is ever present 

and requires no further explanation. A Korean conflict is 

indeed the _!?OSt proba~e, and the associated command 

structure must recognize Korea as the first U.S. priority in 

Northeast Asia. 

Tl-J.e Commander: From a U.S. perspective, the choice 

of a single commander is ~-ogically confined to selecting one 

of the subordinate unified commanders (COMUSJAPAN or 

COMUSKOREA) in the region, or introducing a "supreme 

commander" to the area, along with associated staff and --
fac1li ties. Pol:l,tical considerations and the cost of 

additional manag~-;,.ent layering mitigate againstthe~ 
inl:.roduction of an additional command and control 

head~. More significantly, from a military 

perspective, the injection of an additional headquarters in 
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the PACOM structure would only serve to exacerbate the 

command and control problems which already plagUe the 

region. 

1/ 
The obvious answer therefore is to select one of the I 

existing snborcinate unified commanders. The COMUSJAPAN 

position is currently filled by an Air Force lieutenant 
--, 

general and the COMUSKOREA billet is f~lled by a U.S. Army 

general (four-star). The geograp~:,-"~~!he region, coupled 

with the threat and forward basing of O.S. grcund forces, 

dictates that the future air-land battle in Northeast Asia 

will be or<'hestrated and prosecuted by the :ground force 

commander, "with air and naval compone-nts in a supporting 

role. While the current rank differential betMeen the two 

subunified commanders could be overcome, tlhe disparity 

between air and ground orientation can be resol7ed only by a 

commander with ex!ensive experience in the jo·~nt arena and 

thorough indoctrination in the strategic :and tactical 

aspects of land warfare. 

In essence, the commander selected must provide 

unity of command to "all forces employed in pursuit of a 

common goal." 5 Clearly the subordinate unified commander in 

Korea, with his many responsibilities at maay levels, is -best qualified to fill the m111 tary and poli tllcal role of a 

regional commander for n.s. forces in Nnrtheast Asia. 
------------------Headquarters Staffing/Loc;tion: If we assume that 

the Republic of Korea must be the first pr1or1ey in terms of 
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U.S. security interests in Northeast Asia, and that 

COMUSKOREA should be the single commander of U.S. forces in 

the region, the next requirement is to address starr 

requirements and the location of Headquarters, Northeast 

Asia Command (HQ NEACOM). 

The staffing and location of HQ · NEACOM are 

inextricably tied together for several reasons. The 

regional th~eat, "multihatted" responsibilities of the CINC 

in Korea, allied perceptions, fiscal constraints, and the 

need for unity of effort are all key considerations. ~11th 

COMUSKOREA as the single regional commander, retention. o( 

the two existing subordinate uni.>.'ied commands (USFK and 

U~) in Northeast Asia would not h• l'lecessary Ideally, HQ 

N~COM would he established as a : eparate unified command 
=-

u~r the Secretary of Defense. Such an org~n:!.zation would 

hold the following advantages: 

- recognize the de facto unified command position 7 
currently held by the CINC in Korea. 

-reduce the unwieldy span or control currently] 

exeruised by CINCPAC. The ?resent PACOM boundaries 

encompass "more than 100 millicn square miles and 70 percent 

of the world's ocean area .. "6 

- provide unity of command through its classic ] 

definition, clarify and simplify command relationships, and 

eliminate parochial sei"vice r1valrie3 between the service 
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components of the existing subordinate unified commands and 

the service component of HQ PACOM. 

-demonstrate U.S. recognition of the strategic ) 

significance of Northeast Asia. 

- provide a peacetime org~nization to meet the most / 

likely wartime scenario -- conflict in Northeast Asia. 

Although. the establishment of a separate unified 

command would be the first step toward achieving the optimal 

command and control structure, it would also provide the 

first formidable barrier to reorganization. From a 

parochial point of view, the existence of HQ PACOM has 

already been challenged by Congressman Addabbo through the 

l91_9_GAO study. R~call that the GAO study team concluded 

that the peacetime role of CINCPAC has been gradually 

reduced and the wartime role has become "somewhat vague." 

Further diminution of CINCPAC's area of operation or 

responsibility would only attract additional challenge, and 

resistance from CINCPAC would be strong. 

Aside from parochial interests, the larger issue 

revolves around valid operational considerations. Based on 

the apparent U.S. priorities of "NATO first" and "Rdp1d 

Deployment Force second," there are only limited assets 

remaining for the Pacific theater. At this time, there are 

insufficient con"lentional f<Jrces and resource·· ::>.vailable to 

divide between two Feparate unified commanc .. 1n the Pacific 

area. Until such assets can be made available, 

7~ 
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reorganization of the PACOM command and comrtrol stru~ture 

must accommodate the realities of current constraints. 

However, the reorganization must simultaneously implement 

measures which improve the current structure and will 

facilitate· the establ~shment of a new unified command when, 

and if, such forces do become available. 

If wa must acknowledge that U.S. strategic 

priorities and limited military resources mitigate against 

the establishment of a new unified comman~ in NoPthtast 

Asia, the~ E!.!!,1!_ solution would be a single subordinate 

unified command for the region. Several eonsiderations4 

including the distinction between the "preparatio!l for war" 

and the "war proper,"7 coupled with the eX]panded area of 

influence inherited by HQ NEACOM, mean 'that neither of the 

existing subordinate unified commands in Northeast Asia, as 

·separate entities, are.currently staffed or positioned to 

meet the increased demands of regional contingency planning 

and war prosecution. The combined efrorts of tcth 

neadquarters, however, as a single joint staff _und~~2n.e 

regional commander, could tneet the requireme!!ts. The merger 

of USFJ and USFK would provide the majoll'ity of staff, 

faci!itY. and communicati~n assets to form a Northeast Asia 

Command, 

- - LOCATION: Potential sites for the location of 

HQ NEACOM include Hawaii, the Philippines, Korea, and Japan. 
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Whon considering Hawaii, the specter or extended lines of 

communicbtion is ever present. The Philippines, located 

2,000 miles rrom Northeast Asia, has the same lines of 

communication problems. Locating the strategic regional 

hea~quarters on the Korean peninsula, the most likely area 

or conflict in the Pacific theater, threatens command and 

t.On~rol sut"vivability at a time when they would be moot 

needed. Colonel Summers summarized the thinking on the -
op_timum location or a strategic t"egicnal headquarters by 

~ 

saying: 

Du~ing World War II the strategic headquarters for 
the conduct or the war in Europe was originally in 
London but displaced forward as the war progressed. 
The same was true in the Pacifi··· where MacArthur's 
headquarters moved from Austral~a to New liuinea to 
the Philippines in order to c!ire ;t the war. Durir.g 
the Korean war the strategic hea~quarters was close 
by in Japan. By compar-ison, dur .ng the Vietnam war 
the so-called strategic head.warters, · Pacific 
Comm!!fd• was located in Honolulu over 5,000 miles 
away. 

From a military perspective, the stratep;ic 

headquarters fo1• Northeast Asia should be centrally located <( 
'-i._n Japan. Furthermore, in the interest of good judgment; 

the headquarters must be established berore the outbreak of 

hostilities to avoid the "isla,··d-hopping" which would be 

r.ecessary to maintain adequate •:ommand and control. From a 

f•Olitical perspective, howev~r, locating NEACOM in Japan 

l1ee:rs implications which can only be resolved by the active 

uupport and assistance of the U.S. ambassadors in Ko~ea and 

.·apan. Considering that HQ NEACOM 1 '' 'd provide the 
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strategic direction and guidance for U.S. participation in a 

Korean conflict, we reasonably assume that such a facility ] 

would be placed at the top of North Korea's strategic target] 

list. Although overt aggression against a u.s. facility on 

J~anese soil would have global ramifications, to rule out 

the possibility would require one of ~wo assumptions: 

1 - either the Combined Forces Command or NEACOM 

would have to maintain "absolute" air superiority; or 

2 - one must assume that all belligerents would act 

in a rational manner. 

Neither assumption is sufficiently valid to stave off the ( 

very real concerns of Japan. 

On the plus side, establishing NEACOM in Japan 

de:nonstrates an increase in U.S. reso2 ve and commitment to 

the region. NEACOM in Japan would also provide the catalyst 

for e_stabl1shing a regional coalition ( U.S./ROK/ Japan, and 

possibly the PRC), the political anti military climate 

permitting. These political consi~erations only serve to 

emphasize the need for continuous coordination between 

military and foreign service officials. 

--STAFFING:· When considering the multihat 

responsibilities of the CINC in Korea and ohe need to 

establish and maintain _cohesion of U.S. effort in the 

region, the actual creation of a headquarters staff must 

take into account several m~jor considerations. Fir~t, 
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although the CINC in Korea should command HQ tiEilCOM located 

in Japan, the responsibilities associated with his other 

duties (CINCUNC and CINCCFC) preclude his physical presence 

in Japan on a full-time basis. In fact, it is envisioned 

that the majority of the CINC's time would be spent in 

Korea. As sueh, HQ NEACOM would be provided with a Deputy 

commander, in the grade of lieutenant general, responsible 

for the conduct of regional contingenc, plann".ing, 
• multilateral affairs, and the day-to-day administration of 

U.S. forces in Northeast Asia. The CINC in Korea would 

provide command and control by delineating regional planning 

guidance, establishing regional military obJ•ctives, and 

retaining direct author! ty over those matters deemed 

appropriate. 

This then leads to the next consideration, regional 

cohesion. A regional headquarters locat•d in Japan, 

commanded by a U.S. Army four-star general stationed in 

Korea, provides the opti:nal combination necessary to 

integrate the intricate regional security con:1derat1ons of 

Japan and Korea with overall U.S. interests and 

responsibilities in the area. Routine communication between 

the commander in Korea and the headquarters ·!ln Japan would 

be assured by providing a small detachment fro:111 HQ NEACOM to 

---"" the CINC in Korea. The primary mission of that office would 

be to ensure the unhampered flow of secure .communications 

between the he9dquarters in Japan and the CINe in Korea. 
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Although other staff considerationn would be 

<:ontlngent on ehe magnitude of the combined responsl.bli ties 

of what 1a now USFK and USFJ, it is reascnable to assume 

that "economies of scale" would negate a staff size larger 

than a combination of the current personnel strengths. 

The organization discussed thus far,, 1n the context 

of a next best solution, would be as depicted in Figure l, 

Figure l. 

Proposed Unified Con~and StructurJ 

CINCPAC 

CDRWESTCOM 
I 

Ot:her 
CIIICPAC 

Repa/LNO& 

*Cornrrnncl<-~r •.;e~tr·s three hats: CINCUNC, CINCCFC, Cdr NE!.COM. 

SERVICB COMPONENT COHMANDERS 

Within the current subunified structure J.n the 

Pacific, both USFK and USFJ have ser,rate air, nav~ •• ~nd 

gr_ounel component commanders. Unific:atiun of the !'eg1onnl 

m1li t11ry ot!'ucture negates the n·'!ed for' two componont 

commat1ders from ar1y single mil1 tary service. A merr;l!r or 

compon mt headquarters from Korea and Japan, s1m:1lar to the 

merger or the subun1fieti commands, would be necessary. The 

diffe: ences in Army, Navy, and Air Force operntionnl 
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requirements, however, impose oome uniqu·e considerations. 

Although a detailed discuosion or restructure alternatives 

for the air and navul componento trnnscends the scope of 

this paper, the postulated reorganization of the U.S. Army 

in the region may well have parallel applicability to the 

other components. 

The u.s. Army ntructure in Northeast Asia cur~en"lY ·1 
consists or Headquarters, BUSA and Headquart~rs, USARJ/IX . 

Corps, each with a small number of subordinate commands (See 

Appendix 3). Although oriented toward their respective 

geographic locations, both. Army headqu,•.•ters conduct similar 

operational and planning misoione and bear similar 

responsibilities as maJor Army col~tnandn. More importantly, 

it is expected that the two commando would provide mutual 

support and assistance in the event or a regional crisis. 

This expectation is baaed on hiutorical precedent and ~he 

geograph~c proximity of the two commanCs. The point or 
contention, however, lies in thtl ct1rrerence between 

"expectation" and clear-cu~ requiremento. As explained 

earlier, a regionnl conflict would produce 'ndependent 

priorities which may not guarnntec the required level of 

mutual supp~rt, particularly in n situation where resources 

are scarce. The doctrine outlined in ~ ~ ~ (Unified 

Action Armed Forces) recognizes the obvious dichotomies 

inherent in having two componant commands of the same 
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service and opecifically establishes provisions for a single 
'l 

oervic~ componom t coromunder. 

Clearly there oan t.e only one Army component to HQ 

NEACOM. The issue, however, is which headquarters should it 

be, EUSA or USAR.T, and where ~ohould it be located? A 

merger, of aorta, between EUSA and USARJ is r:ecessary. The )· 

mechanir• "f.' that merger, howeve,•, requ.ire ca':'eful 

consideration. The r·elocation of either headquarters may be 

.interpreted, .bY some, as a manil'estation of u.s. policy to 

reduce U.S. Army preuence in the region. Furthermore, 

physically removing the headquarters from either Japan or 

l'orea wou:;.d reduce the ability of the U.S. Army to 

capit'l.lize on the "in-country" expertise and bilateral 

relations which have taken so long to develop. ~lore 

significrntly, the nb1l1ty of the Ar~y to accomplish the 

diverse runge of operutJ.onal and planning requir"!ments ~n 

both .Japan and Korea \o'ould be curtailed. ·To f:l.:..l the void, 

"uch responsibilities would need to be delegated to an in-) 

country subordinate command. In reality, however, these 

requirement a would far exceed the capabilities or either of 

the two g~rriaon commu~ds i~ Jap~n. or the 2d Infantry 

Division and 19th Support Command in Korea, Tbe solution to 

the dilemma is to eatabli~h an Ar~y component with elements 

stationed in both Korea and Japan. The same C'!>ncept was 1.o 

effect in 195<; when HQ A~'FE/8A was located at Seoul, Korea ------
an;!._!lQ AEFi'/~t. (Ruu•) was located at Camp Zama. Jdpan (See 



Appendix 2). ~he rationale for lucat1n• th~ p~1mary Army 

headquart~ra in Korea, an!! the "Rear" element in Japun, wao 

apparently linK~d to the military and political climate that 

prevailed in 1955. Japan had Sl:..t"rendered ten yenrc l:'larlier 

and wao well on the way to establishing a new· governmental 

and economic system. The occupation and reconotrurtion 

programs of the United States ~ere already beginning to fill 

the pagEHI of history in Japanese text books. A u.s. ground 

force presence in Japan, even in the form or a major Army 

headquarters, strained resources, part~C4lnrly in Viuw of 

the :si tun tion il'l Korea. Although the Panmunj om tnm1u t1ce 

agreement hcd been signed in July 195;, tensionu b~tween 

North and South Korean forces remaineri high. CJNCUNC had 

been charged with the enforcement of that agreement, nnrt 

1~i th thn ext(!rnal defense of Korea--the e~1phao1o c-:tn p;round/ 

force c11pnb1li ty and presence belonged in Kore£> .• 

T<ld(ly'a environment, however, is slP.:nlrtcnntly 

diff(rent. In the context of command h1erurchy in Koren, 

ClNCYNC is the h1 gheJit level t•f comll''md, und will JH"Ouccute 
- '> 

the ~nr effort if directed by the Dnit~d Nationn. In the 

nbser:~et of Dn1teci Nations ;Jart1cipa•r,ion, howP.ver, th<l United 

Stat~s mny ~till finu \tself assist!ng in the defm1ne or the 

Repulillc:: o!' Korea. 

b~ p: ·oaecuted in n 

Under 3uch circumstances, tho wur will J 

combined context by CINCCFC. ~n no cnse 

1:1 n unilateral u.s. f<>rce expectect to defend South Korea 
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against external aggression. As such, the role of the u.s. 
Army component has changed from one of "principal 

protector/prosecutoJr" in 1955, to one of pro'7iding and 

sustaining u.s. combat forces for Combined Forces Command in 

future conflicts. The commitment of combat forces will 

occur in consonance with current contingency planning 

concepts; however, the support mission will require constant 

planning and attention throughout the "three days of war" 

(before, during, and after). Historical precedence 

established d•!ring the Korean and Vietnam conflicts 

indicates that the logistical focus will be ou off-share 

support from Japan. It then follows that the Army component 

headquarters should ~e established in Japan to facilitate 

regional force sustainab111ty. It does not follo1:, how eve,-, 

that the Army headquarters should be removed from Korea 

where it fulfills a very viable role in orches~rat1ng in

country support operations, and planning for the reception, 

staging, and deployment of U.S. Army forces introduced 

during time of war. 

To meet simultaneously all requiremencs, the Army 

component must locate its primary headquartP..rs in Japan, 

wi~h a forward e:!.ement deployed in South l!orea. L'le 

methodology would involve the appointment of a single three

star Army component/MACON commander, a delineation of 

responsibilities and authority for both elements, a 

significantly str·engthened "linkage" between t(le two staffs, 
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and the redesignation, or naming, of the component 

headquarters. Headquarters, Eighth U.S. Army enjoys a 

history of success and respect in the region as a wartime 

headquarters; additionally, the name, EUSA, does not include 

any specific "country" association, affiliation, ·or 

preference. As such,. the component headquarters in Japan.· 1 
should be redesignated !iQ EUSA/IX Corps, and the element in 

Korea designated as HQ EUSA (Forward). 

The final step in comPleting unification of the 

command and control structure in Northeast .Asia would be to 

establish the bond between NEACOM and EUSA which would be 

necessary to prosecute 1tl:Je envisionec air-land battle. That 

bondage would best be assl!red u.f ·designating the Army 

component commander, already located in Japan, as the Deputy 
I 

Commander, NEACOM. Although the CINC in Korea would _no --
longer exercise direct command of EUSA, he. would have 

operational command, in a joint context, exercised through 

his Deputy Commander. Although the air and naval component 

commanders are not considered logical choices to fill the 

p)Sition of Deputy Commander, NEACOM, due to their 

anticipated mobility during ~ordlict, the NEAC0!1 Chief of 

S'laff should certainly be from one of the other services. 

R•~garding the n.ubil1ty/availability of the Deputy Commander, 

l'i':ACOM, the inherent respons.tbilities associated with that 

~osH~on dictate a continuous presence to ensure continuity 

• r r<!gional operations. 
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SUBORDINATE ARMY COMMANDS 

The last area to be addressed is the command 

relationship of subordinate Army commands to the new Army 

component command in the region. In substance, it is 

envisioned that little would change. U.S. forces which 

currently report to HQ EUSA in Korea, and HQ USARJ/IX Corps 

in Japan, would continue normal operations. The 

establlshment of administrative, logistical, and operational 

procedures, responsibiliti~s, and authority wGuld ensure 

effective coordination between HQ EUSA (Forward) and ~Q 

EIJSA. Such coordinati<:>n would facilitate the consolidation 

and centralization of the information necessary to meet 

regional Army requirements. Additionally, such procedures 

would permit the development of unified positions on matters 

pertaining to Army participation in the joint environment·. 

Figure 2 reflects the proposed structure. 

MULTIROLE DILEMMA 

The staffs of various major headquarters in the 

Republic of Korea a~e currently occupied in many cases by 

the same individuals. This practice is generally referred 

to as dual- or triple-hatting, in some cases more. The 

cha~t at Appendix 4 reflects the degree of dual-hatting 

which currently exists between USPK and CPC staff 

principals. 10 A si1:11lar situation also ex:!.sts with the UNC 

staff. To fully appreciate the magnitude of the 

ii I, 
II 
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Figure 2. 

Proposed Reorganization or Paci(ic Thea~er 

U.S. NC~ 
Presider\·t/SECDEF 

Strategic Direction== li Operational Command••• L_J-;:; Operatio••al Control-
$pt & Coordination-~ li Command __,- II II 

PACOM I UNC CFC I 
• • • • • • • • • • • •• r- -- - - - - - - - - . J . 
: ( 4) : ( 1 ) • • .:_ 

WESTCOM I I lJEACOH I I ACC I GiJ I ~ICC ~ 
I 
I l (2)* 1 I 
I 

I I Air EUSA/ Naval 
I Component IX Corps Component I 

L----------...! I 
(3) I 

~ I 
(I'WD) ---' 1EUSA 

·-l USAGu 
.' 

2d Inf Div I 

. 1 19th S<>pport Cmdj 

1. Commanded by CINC in Korea; Deputy Cdr is dual-hatted as 
Army Component Cdr; HQs located in Japan. · 

2. Commanded by u.s. Army LTG, also dual-hattl!d as Deputy 
Cdr, NEACOM. Army component Deputy Cdr for Japam affairs is 
a Major General; HQs in Japan. 

·3. HQs nee-rates as rorward element of Army Co:nponent Cdr, 
and is located in Korea. Operations are sup.ervised by a 
Major General, as EUSA Deputy Cdr for Korea aEfairs. HQs 
exercises OPCON over subordinate units located 1m Korea, but 
assigned, to the Army Component Cdr. 

4. Although not shown, other ~ervice componemts to PACOM 
would remain the same as the current structure. 
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multihatting arrangements, it must be understood that the 

procedure is not confined to staff principals, and in many 

instances, staff officers have res~onsibilities to three or 

more headquarters. While a detailed analysis of the 

multihatting dilemma transcends the purpose and scope of 

this paper, it must be recognized that the proposed command 

and control structure (Figure 2) wculd preclude continuation 

of the current arrangements. Although there is a 

possibility that certain of the U!IC and CFC spaces could be 

filled by residual personnel resulting from the merge of 

USFK and USFJ, the details would require further analysis. 

HEADQUARTERS, U.S. AR~ iFSTERN COMMAND 

While the final structure :ould differ somewhat from 

t.lat pos~ulated in Figure 2, the establishment of a 

Northeast Asia Command is a marked improvement over the 

current Pacific co'llmand and control structure. Within the l 
Northeast Asia region, command and control would be unified 

1 at all levels, survivability and sustainability would be 

enhanced, and the ability to meet peacetime aissions and, as 

necessary, tra.nsition to a waJ•time footing, would be vastly 

improved. The NEACOM headquarters, under the operational 

command of PACOM, would be p~·epared to meet the requirements 

of th~ full spectrum of conflict in the th~ater. What the 

postulated organization does not do, however, is fully 

address the problems which currently exist acong the Pacific 
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MACOMs. Unless preemptive actions are initiated in 

conJunction with the establishment of HQ !IEACOM, the] 

disagreements and tensions between the MACOMs or the future 

will duplicat~ the pettY parochial bickering which dnm1nat~s 

the racific Army environment today. 

Against this background, a pri~~ry realization is 

that WESTCOM does make a valuable contribution to the 
·------

overall military mission in the Pacific theater. In 

addition to com.,unication and coordination at the unlfied 

level, WESTCOM shoulders m~Jor mobilization responsibilitiea 

under the Army Mobilization and Operations Planning System 

(AMOPS) and conducts essential contingency planning at the 

theater level. Additionally, WESTCOM provides Army l.laison, 

assistance, and support to a host of friends and allies in - ------=-------------------the Pacific--a function w.hl.ch would otherwise not be 

performed. Although WSS':'COM make" a significant 

con~ribution to the overall effort, the "potential" for 

contribution far exceeds the current level. 

Regardless or raul t, current coordination problems 

mu!'lt be corrected immediately, whether the Northeast Asia 

Command :oncept is accepted or reJected. Corrective action 

must assume the form of clarifying specific duties, areas of 

responsibilities, and limits of authority. The key word is 

"specific," not "general." To begin with, the current area 

or responsibility, as rtefined by CHICPAC, must be restated 

to accommodate the subunified responsibilities of NEACOM and 
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WE:STCOM should aet as the Army I 
con1ponent command to PACOM, "leso tne geograi)hical area of 

HQ NEACOM would be responsible to PACOM 

its componer.t commands, 

Northeast Asia." 

for Northeast Asia, and the Army compon11nt to NEACOI1 would 

answer to the subordinate unifled commander on jo:tnt 

matters, and to HQDA on matters of interest to the "Army 

only." WESTCOM ~ust be divorced from the responsibility of l 
attempting to develop the so-ca:O..ed "Army fJOs:l.tion" on joint 

matters. In the joint arena, the Army Chief or Staff, in 

coordination with the Army Staff (ARSTAF), develops and 

de.l'ends the "Army position" for JCS. ' If a new Army position 

is deemed ne-eessary, it may be developed within the theater 

of operations, b~t it must be coordinated with, P.nd approved 

by HQDA. It is then incumbent upon the Army Staff to weigh 

the merits and to anticipate the repercussions nf such 

positions with appropriate activities, then to obt<•1n a 

decision, and disseminate the results to all ·concerned. The 

thrust of these comments is that HQDA must become actively 

involved. That then leads to the ne7! point, the 

responsibility of HQDA. 

As indicated in Chapter II, the past actions, or 

inactions in some cases, by HQDA have omly served to 

aggravate the strained relations between the Pacific MACOMs. 

DA must first resurrect the Depa1•tment 9.£. ~ ~rmy Operating 

Instructions for the Pacific (DAOI-PAC) to clarify ~issions, 



tasks, coordination re~pons1b1lit~es, executive authority, 

and a host of other procedures. Second, Oepartm·!nt 2.£ the 

At·m~ ~gulat1on 1£:! must be rescinded by Department of the 

Army, and revised/republished by WESTCOM as the internal 

organization and functions manual it was 1nt~nded to be. 

Third, The Army Staff must make a concerted effort to 

recognize the distinction between the two Pacific MACOMs 

(WESTCOM and EUSA) and "put the right peg in the right hole" 

in terms of staff actions. 

SUI-!MARY 

Regarding the· possibiJ ity of succesflful 

reorganization, General George c. Marshall phrased it 

p'lrfectly in 1941: "There are difficulties in arr~ving at a 

stngle command, but they are much less than the hazards that 

must be faced if we do not do this •••• • 11 

The difflcul ties of arr1 ving at a single com:nand in 

t:1e Pacific theater have already been explained. The 

e:~tabl!shment of a Northeast Asia Command, as .a new unified 

command, represents the optimal solution; however, this 

O?tion is unl!kely because of current force/resource 

C•:.l,strHn--ts and parochial 1ntet ests. 

In lieu of the optimum solution, the alternative 
= 

~roposal is to establish a sin!':le 11 subordi.:::ate" unified 

• ommand for Northeast Asia, under PACOM. Sowev~r. that 

:ommand must be structured to enable it rapidly to assume 
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tht role of a unified command should a regional conflict 

develop in Uorthea~t Aala and should forces be ~ade 

available. Those forces could either be "chopped" from 

PACOM, with CI!ICPAC assuming a supporting role or be made 

available from other s~urces, ~o:1 th both PACOI4 and NEACOM all 

sepa1•ate unified com~·;.n~ ... 

Th~ postu:~ted coQmand and control structure 

outlined in this chapter, and depleted in Figure 2, would 

establish a single subordinate unified command in Northeast 

Asia capable of effective and expeditioua transition across 

the entire spectrum of conflict. In a political sense, the 

proposed structure recognizes the strategic significance of 

Northeast Asta, and would restore, in some measure, the 

credibility of U.S. statements r~garding the importance of 

Japan and Korea. From a resource pt>rspe<::tive, the 

organi~ation c()uld l!kely be structured Nit·.:n cu,.,.ent 

personnel s~ace authorizations, th~reby ~lleviating 

anticipated congressional objections. 

The overriding consideration is that so~ething must 

tut..Pone, and it must be d(Jne soon. The cur;·e·nt structure 

nurtures a degree of parochialism that interreres at the 

most fundamental level with mission accomplishment. 

Additionally, the existing structure jeopardizes the conduct 

of a transition to war which would be essential in meeting 

the most probable level of confLict in the theater. 
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For almo~t ~0 years, u.s. m111t2~Y and political 

eatabll:~hmenta have enjoyed the luxury •~f de::il1ng with the 

frictions ot theater and global war onlv in a theoretical 

sense. Unfortunately, ~0 years or reflectio.~ have still not 

producad satisfactory results, particularly in the Pacific. 

The time to 11tuuy and reflect hall ended; th"' time to a'lt is 
• 

now! 
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APPENDIX 1 

USARJ REORGANIZATIONS: 1941-47 

The following information was extracted from USARJ 

Regulation 10-1, Chapter 2, and is intLnded to provide a 

chronology of the reorganization turmoil experie·nced by a 

single u.s. Army headquarters (USARJ) from 1941 to 1947: 

Ju1 1941 

Headquarters, U.S. Army Forces in the Far East (USAFFE) was 
established at Manila, Philippir.e Islands. 

Mar 1942 

HQ USAFFE was evacuated JnJer ·enemy pressure and 
reestablished in Australia. 

Apr 1942 

HQ USAFFE was reduced to a nominal staff r.nd Ger.e!"al 
Headquarters, Southwest Pacifi~ Aret. (SWPA) was established; 
both were commanded by General MacA .. •thur. 

Feb 1943 

Headquarters, USAFFE was expanded to assume administrative 
functions fnr all U.S. Army forces in the Southwest Pacific. 

Jun 1945 

General Headquarters, U.S. Army Forces, Pacific ( \FPAC) was 
!lctivated to replace GHQ SWPA and absorbed the functions of 
HQ USAFFE. HQ USAFFE remained an active headquarters in name 
(>nly due to statutory reasons. 

Aug 1945 

HQ AFPAC was relocated to Toky•:,,, Japan. 

Jan 1947 

Enactment of the 1947 National Security Act redes',gnated GHQ 
~FPAC to GHQ Far East Command (FEC). 
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APPENDIX 2 

USARJ REORGANIZATIONS: 1950-78 

The following information was extracted from USARJ 

Regulation 10-1, Chapter 2, and is a continuation of the 

chronoloey provided in Appendix 1. This information is 

intended to emphasize the magnitude of reorganization 

experienced by a single U.S. Army headquarters (USARJ) from ) 

1950 to 1978: 

Aug 1950 

Japan Logistical Command established to meet administrative 
and occupational functions previously performed '-y 
Headquarters, Eighth U.S. Army (EUSA). EUSA efforts W•'~e 
now directed to the conflict in Korea. 

Apr 1952 

Headquarters, Far East Command moved from Hibiya, Tokyo to '\. 
Ichigaya, Tokyo. HQ USAFFE relocated to Yokohama. ? 

Oct 1952 

HQ USAFFE was redesignated as HQ, U.S. Army Forces, F~r East 
(HQ AFFE), assumed tl.e functions of Japan Logistical 
Command, and moved to Yokohama, Japan. Japan Logistical 
Command was disestablis>.ed. 

Nov 1953 

HQ AFFE moved from Yokohama to Camp Zama, Japan. 

Nov 1954 

HQ ; 'FE was combined with HQ EUSA at Ca·np Zama and was 
rede~ ~nated HQ, U.S. Army Forces Far East and Eighth U.S. 
Army l.JQ AFFE/8A). 

Jul 1955 

The stationing of HQ AFFE/8A at Seoul, Korea was announced. 
The headquarters located at Camp Zama was redesignated HQ 
AFFE/8A (Rear). 
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Ju1 1957 

As a result cf Secretary of Defense directed ehanges, HQ 
AFFE/8A was discontinued as a. combined headquarters. HQ 
EUSA remained in Seoul, Korea. and AFFE missions were 
transferred to HQ, u.s. Army Pacific (USARPAC) tn Hawaii. 
EUSA was subordinated to USARPAC and a new headquarters, 
subordinate tc, EUSA, was formed in Japan. That headquarters 
was designatP.d HQ, u.s. Army Japan/United Nations 
Command/EUSA (Rear). ~he new headquarters in Japan was 
assigned responsibility for phasedown of Army operations in 
Japan. 

Mar 1959 

The command in .:apan was redesignated HQ, U.S. Army, .:apan 
(USARJ); UNC (Rear) functions were transferred to a UNC unit 
locaeed ~n .;apan; and ZUSA .,Rear; funce1ons were droppeci. 

Ju1 1959 

HQ USARJ was redesignated HQ USARJ/6th Logistical Command 
with a mission confined to log1st:.ca1 support for the 
region. 

Ju1 1960 

HQ USARPAC in Hawaii was reorganized, and the ·command in 
Jaoan was redesignated HQ USARJ as other subordinate 
co,nmands •.;ere consolidated and relocated to improve command 
and control, and to facilitate support of U.S. operations in 
Vietnam. The same time period saw extensive buildup and 
reorganization of the Army structure in Vietnam. 

Dec 1974 

HQ USARPAC was disestablished and HQ USARJ and HQ EUSA 1 · 
as11umed major Army command (MACOM) responsibilities. 1... 

1976-78 

As a rosul t of the re~ dine ted hy the WESTPAC pla_n, 
HQ USARJ initiated major reorganization efforts to further 
consolidate Army operations in Japan. By 1978~ most Army 
functions had been transferred !'C"om Okinawa and surrounding 
is.lands to the Kanto !'lain region in central Honshu, Japan. 
HC USARJ had merged with HQ IX Corps and had been 
rE•iesignated HQ USARJ/IX Corps. 
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APPENDIX 4 

COMMAND AllD STAFP--CPC 

CI!IC CFC USA GEN r---------
DCJilC CFC ROKA GW 

COPS USAF LTG~ -------
DCOFS ROKA NG 

SPECIAL STAFPJ 

I I J I I _j_ 
C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 c-6 ENGINEER 

ROK!~ RADM ROKAP MG USA MG ~ USA BG "'4 USNC h)'q ROKA BG ROKA BG 

USAF (ICJJ; UllAF nti' ROKA 1\G ROKA llO !£!SA...!''!... USA COL USAF COt, -- -- ----

D ALSO llUAL-HA'l"l'ED AS USFK STAFF PHINGH'ALS 
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